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Shyatt steps aside
Coach resigns after five lackluster seasons.
BO GILLOOLY
Staff Writer
While the rest of the country geared up for
March madness, Larry Shyatt closed the book on
his own career at Clemson, resigning as coach of
the men's basketball team over spring break. In a
move not altogether unexpected, Shyatt announced
the decision after a season ending meeting with
Clemson Athletic Director Dr. Terry Don Phillips.
"Coach Shyatt has been an outstanding representative of Clemson University," said Phillips.
"Larry has been a model coach in terms of keeping
the overall mission of the University at the forefront.
Shyatt came to Clemson in 1998 after the resignation of Rick Barnes, who abruptly left to take
over at Texas in April 1998. Shyatt came in from
Wyoming, where he served as head coach for one
season after being an assistant to Barnes for nine
years. His Clemson career started out with promise
as the Tigers went to the finals of the NIT where
they lost by a point to California. It looked like
Clemson basketball was a program on the rise,
only to descend into mediocrity for the next four

years.
Four straight seasons of no post-season play and
five straight seasons of ACC tournament play-in
games, dubbed "The Shyatt Invitational" by critics, ultimately led to Shyatt's resignation, which
came a day after the Tigers were overlooked by the
NIT despite a record of 15-13. Shyatt compiled a
70-84 overall record at Clemson. He has the dubi-

ous distinction of being the first Clemson coach to
leave with a losing overall record since Tates
Locke ended his career at Clemson in 1975 with a
62-70 overall record. While many fans were
happy to see the Shyatt era come to a close, others
question if blame should be placed on him or an
administration seen by many as unwilling to make
a commitment to basketball.
Many of Shyatt's players have shown progress
as a result of his guidance. This year point guard
Edward Scott was named first-team All-ACC, the
first Clemson point guard in 43 years to be honored as a first-team selection. Will Solomon was
also a first-team choice in 2000 and Terrell
Mclntyre was a second team selection in 1999.
Mclntyre and Solomon both led the ACC in scoring. Shyatt has coached 16 players in his career
who have gone on to play in the NBA. His career
was not without its high points as he defeated a top
ranked North Carolina team two years ago in
Littlejohn, and a tournament bound Cincinatti
team earlier this year in Anderson. Shyatt was
known as a players coach, one who could relate
and was easy to talk to.
"I have had a wonderful career at Clemson,"
said Shyatt, who first came to Clemson as an assistant under Rick Barnes in March of 1994. "I want
to tell all the players I have coached at Clemson
how much I appreciate the effort they gave to our
program. I also want to thank all of my assistant
coaches. I have been fortunate to work with a dedSEE
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LUCKLESS LEADER: Shyatt exits with the worst overall win-loss record in the last 28
years of the school's basketball history.

Student leaders anticipate cooperation Campus, community
Newly elected presidents
cope with war's effects
look forward to exciting and
challenging year.

Foreboding fills holes left by
family members as soldiers
leavefor duty in Iraq.

WILL SPINK
Editorial Editor
On the heels of recent election
victories, Fletcher Anderson and
Mason Ailstock are hurriedly
preparing for what they anticipate as
an exciting and challenging 2003-04
school year. Both leaders say that
they are looking for students willing
to get more involved and voice their
opinions.
Both leaders will have to face
what they agree is their gravest concern: budget cuts. Anderson and
Ailstock hope to work together to
renew and refocus lobbying of the
state legislature in an effort to combat the cuts.
"My biggest concerns are the
budget cuts," Ailstock said. I'm
going to be looking more for people
(who will volunteer) to help than for
money."
Anderson faces the challenge of
balancing his job of kicking for the
football team with serving as
Undergraduate Student Government
President, but he said that coach
Tommy Bowden is "really excited"
about his position, and he does not
foresee any problems.
Ailstock, meanwhile, will serve

DANIEL LOWREY
News Editor

ADAM HOOGDEN phou, editor

Mason Ailstock
as Graduate Student Government
President in its first full year of functioning as an organization completely independent of the USG. While
the new GSG President-elect is
"really looking forward to next
year" when the graduate students
will have their own voice, he
acknowledges that a transition period is necessary, where "things don't
happen as quickly as you want them
to."
While the groups are now fundamentally and financially separate (as
graduate and undergraduate students
certainly have separate experiences), both leaders feel that working together is more important than
ever.
"The true benefits of working
together is that we are two separate
bodies, but we have the same visions
and goal ... The goal is making the
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Fletcher Anderson

experience better for students. The
better we communicate, the more
positive it's going to be for all the
students," Ailstock commented.
"In a lot of areas we're completely separate, but we have a lot of connections, so we need to know what's
going on with the other group,"
Anderson said.
Anderson also added the Faculty
Senate and University administrators to that group of people working
together.
"All the bodies cooperated really
well this year, and we need to maintain that relationship, and everything
else will be so much easier," he stated.
Both leaders are already hard at
work on projects for their individual
groups, as well.
SEE
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Penevle Bowen is a mother of
three, but this week her thoughts
are thousands of miles away from
parent-teacher conferences and
afternoon
soccer
practices.
Instead, she feels the anxiety of a
mother whose son has left for a
war on foreign soil.
"I'm scared to death for him. I
pray every day he'll come back,"
said a solemn Bowen from behind
her desk in Sikes Hall. "Just
before the war started last week, I
received a short telephone call
from my son: 'Mom, I won't be
able to call you anymore. I love
you.' And that was all."
Budget coordinator for the
University's office of budgets and
financial planning and a grandmother of three, Bowen is one of
many Clemson employees and
students now on edge, apprehensive for loved ones swept up by
the Iraqi conflict.
"As long as he's over there, my
daughters and I will get very little

News
656-2167 Sports
656-2150 TimeOut

656-4006
656-6269
656-0986

sleep. We watch the news as much
as possible for any sign that the
war might end soon; we wake up
and the TV is on. We go to sleep
and the TV is on," she explained.
Bowen told of tense hours spent
wondering, hoping, each time a
report of killed or missing marines
crosses her television screen.
"When the first helicopter went
down, all they said was that four
marines were on board. The news
reports gave no names. They gave
no names and they gave no ranks.
Finally, the next day I received an
e-mail that said, 'I'm okay,'" she
said, her voice falling to a whisper.
Across the hallway, one of
Bowen's coworkers, budget analyst Virginia Baumann, anxiously
awaited news of her recently married brother, an army intelligence
expert stationed in Kuwait. With a
smile and sigh, she recalled her
brother's last visit.
"He lives in California, but
about a month before he had to
leave for the Middle East he came
and saw my new baby," she reminisced. "We've emailed each other
a few times since he left, but as of
the Monday before the war, he's
SEE
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Pundits question governor's
motives for joining the armed
services
Assistant Sports Editor
As coalition forces push toward
Baghdad, many South Carolinians
will watch the coverage intently,
knowing that the war will have an
affect not only the world stage, but
on the goings-on at home. Many of
the state's residents have family and
friends fighting against the Iraqi
regime, a situation that has brought
the war's sobering affects home on a
state level.
While a majority of American citizens support coalition efforts, some
believe that politicians, shielded
behind an office desk, lack a serious
understanding of the risks that
underlie human conflict. However,
at the South Carolina statehouse in
Columbia, politicians not only
understand the risks of war, but they

are willing to take on the very
responsibility of war themselves,
particularly current Governor Mark
Sanford.
Sanford is a member of the Air
Force Reserve and is the only governor in the nation to have an obligation to the military. The governor
says he joined the reserves before he
considered a run for the governorship. Last weekend, Sanford began
his required two weeks of officer
training.
Although
Governor
Sanford could not possibly see
action before his officer training is
completed, if his unit were called
upon, the Governor could see time
oversees in the upcoming months.
Sanford's obligation to the military has been a hotly debated topic
in South Carolina lately, with some
voicing disapproval of the governor's split priorities. Those contesting Sanford's active role in the military may have some help in blocking the governor from serving. The
State Constitution of South Carolina
reads, "No person while governor

Tougher fighting ignites new round of
protests in world's major cities
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

Staff Writer
In reaction to the United States' coalition's
war with Iraq, numerous groups across the
nation and across the world are rallying — some
against the war and others in support of the military.
In Australia, as many as 50,000 people gathered in Sydney to protest against the war and
Australia's decision to commit troops to the
conflict. The demonstration followed three
straight days of similar protests in the southern
city of Melbourne.
In Brussels, hundreds of demonstrators rallied outside the U.S. Embassy, which police
guarded behind barricades. Some wore jackets
saying, "We don't want your capitalist war."
"Non a la guerre" ("No to the war") was the
cache phrase in Paris where police estimated a
crowd of 80,000 people rallied in support of the
French government's opposition to the war.
Recent polls showed as many as 97 percent of
the French people still hold an anti-war stance.
London saw one of the largest rallies of an
estimated 200,000 people. Marching along the
Thames River, the crowd grew in size as it
reached Hyde Park in the center of the British
capital.
A large number of students joined the demon-

Meetings are held every Monday at
8:00 p.m. in the Student Media Lounge
of the Hendrix Student Center.

Opinions expressed by individual members of THE TIGER do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of THE TIGER as
a whole, its staff members or Clemson
University.

Only one copy of THE TIGER per
person. Additional copies cost $1.50
each.

shall hold any office or other commission (except in the militia) under
the authority of this state, or of any
other power." The militia referred to
in the constitution refers to the
national guard, not the reserve.
Whether or not the constitution

strators, many skipping school to do so.
Elsewhere in the U.K., newspaper polls show a
majority of Britons are opposed to the war
despite Prime Minister Tony Blair's staunch
support of Washington.
On the domestic front, rallies were held in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Atlanta.
In New York, sign-carrying protesters snaked
for more than a mile and a half Saturday after-

"I'm interested to see what happens. I
don't want war, but I understand why
Bush is doing this. This war is about
Iraqi disarmament"
KYAH HICKS
Junior

noon through the heart of Manhattan to Times
Square to express their opposition to Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
"I think war is an act of murder. I think peace
is an act of love," said one man who attended
the rally.
A New York police source believed that
upwards of 200,000 people participated in the
march, which wound its way from Herald
Square down Broadway to Washington Square.
Organizers of the rallies claimed that well over
300,000 people attended.

About two and a half hours into the parade,
some skirmishes broke out between police and
demonstrators, and police chased some protesters through side streets.
In Chicago, which has been the scene of large
antiwar rallies for three nights, demonstrators
expressing support for President Bush and U.S.
troops rallied downtown about 60 feet from
where opponents of the war rallied. Police kept
the two groups apart.
"I'm here to support the troops. God bless
America," one woman said.
In this crowd, messages on signs included
"W: 4 More Years," "I'm So French I Hate
Myself and "Spirit of 76%," a reference to poll
numbers showing strong public support for
Bush's decision to go to war.
Locally, the city of Inman and American
Legion Post 45 sponsored a rally of support for
American troops in the town square on
Tuesday.
Two weeks ago, the town of Williamston
began decorating utility poles, homes and
churches with yellow ribbons in support of the
military effort.
Clemson student Kyah Hicks, a junior computer science major, says he understands both
sides of the issue.
"I'm interested to see what happens. I don't
want war, but I understand why Bush is doing
this," Hicks said. "This war is about Iraqi disarmament, but I don't see this as (the United
States') business."

War With Iraq
IW'H'II

Prnten
Walton Press in Monroe, Georgia
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1586, Clemson, SC 29633-1586.
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READY TO SERVE: Sanford is ready
to report if called up.

grants Sanford permission to serve
will likely be settled in court.
Other suggestions hint that the
governor used the Air Force
Reserve to bolster his resume. In a
letter to The State newspaper, Major
Edgar Gomez, a retired member of
Sanford's reserve unit, expressed
strong criticism of Sanford. "It
occurs to me now that he has the
governorship, this distasteful move
resume padding has served its purpose," Gomez wrote. State House
Representative James Smith, DRichland, defended Sanford. "We
should expect nothing else (than for
Sanford to fulfill his obligation)."
Whether one agrees with
Sanford's choice to split his priorities or not, it is clear that the
Governor has a different vantagepoint than most civilians. Although
some protest the war, it is hard to
protest the sacrifice that Sanford, as
well as the rest of our men and
women in the armed forces, are
willing to make for the United
States.

Protests spurred on by increased violence
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Sanford prepares for possible Iraq duty
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Frat quad to undergo renovation Bacteria could aid in
Greek students to reside in
new Stone Church Road
apartments
CAROLINE STONE

Staff Writer
Beginning in the fall of 2003, the
residence halls that once served as
military barracks will be completely renovated. The two year— project promises to create a more
appealing residential area for
Clemson's fraternity men.
Charlie Walls, Clemson's interfraternal
council
president,
explained that this $23 million
project will renovate the area from
the "inside out," leaving the outside structures of the existing
buildings while bringing a "totally
new atmosphere" to the inside of
the halls.
Though the floor plans for the
halls have yet to be finalized, Walls
explained that the rooms and
lounges will be much larger, study
rooms and kitchen areas will be
included in the halls and space will
be allocated for washers and dryers. Community bathrooms will
become unisex facilities, but decisions concerning paint color, fixtures and furniture still remain
unclear.
He said, "instead of having a fraternity row like some universities,
Clemson is creating a house atmosphere in each fraternity's living
area."
The separate fraternity areas of
each hall will be secured by card
access. A total of 18 organizations
will have the opportunity to live in
the halls constructed to house
small groups ranging from about
20 members to large groups occupying multiple floors.
In preparation for this renovation process, the Housing
Department invited Student Senate
Housing Committee Chairman
Tigue Garick to attend meetings in
order to voice students' concerns
and aid in decision making.
Garick described other improve-

ments that, when coupled with the
four original buildings, will create
"an attractive living area."
Included in these are an amphitheater facing the Fike Recreation
complex and a commons area.
Also, the white stairwells will be
torn down and much of the pavement will be replaced with green
space. However, Garick added,
"Though we have a good idea of
what we are planning to accomplish, none of how it is going to
look is set in stone."
While these improvements are
underway, fraternity members who
would otherwise have called residence halls such as Norris or
Wannamaker home, will be living
in apartments under construction
along Old Stone Church Road
(Tiger Towne Village).
The cost of living in Tiger
Towne Village is $2,095 a semester
and $900 for the summer. Garick
conceded that these figures are
"significantly higher" than the current price of living in the fraternity
quad; however, he also pointed out
that the price includes "all utilities
and a bathroom for each resident."
Each apartment will include
three furnished bedrooms, a wash-

er and dryer, patios, data hookups
and Tiger One card access.
Residents will be responsible for
furnishing their own living rooms,
but will the option to remove the
provided furniture from their bedrooms.
The Complex will also have its
own recreational area. Parking will
be provided with 1.3 spaces allotted for each bedroom, and students
living on the site will be classified
as commuters. For students without vehicles, the CAT buses will be
available to take students to and
from classes. Housing officials
including resident assistants and a
resident director will staff the
apartments.
Walls emphasized that when the
fraternities move back onto campus, they will be "pleasantly surprised with the changes that have
occurred."
When asked about the renovations, undergraduate student body
president Angelo Mitsopoulos
said, "The time, effort and thought
that has gone into this project will
prove itself in the results ... the
renovated quad will be something
in which fraternity men feel honored to live."

DAVID KALK/photo editor

RENOVATIONS: Fraternity residents will move off campus during renovation.

Tiger
FORT HILL TO REOPEN
THIS WEEK
The 200-year-old home of
American statesman John C.
Calhoun and Clemson University
founder Thomas Green Clemson
will reopen to the public March
31 at 3 p.m. The house has been
closed for two years for restoration.
"Major renovations were made
to the house, including a new
roof and new climate-control,
electrical and fire-suppression
systems," said Will Hiott, the
University's director of historic
properties. "Other work included
weatherization and foundation
repairs.
DICK RILEY TO SPEAK AS
PART OF INTERNATIONAL
AWARENESS WEEK
Former South Carolina
Governor and U.S. Secretary of
Education Dick Riley will speak
on "International Education and
Homeland Security" as part of
Clemson University's
International Awareness Week,
March 30-April 6. Riley's presentation, which is also sponsored by
the Calhoun Lecture Series, will
begin at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday,
April 2, at the Brooks Center.

Riley, who served as governor
of South Carolina from 19791987 and as Secretary of
Education under President Bill
Clinton, has been named a
Distinguished Senior Fellow of
NAFSA: Association of
International Educators. He currently speaks and advises on education improvements in the
United States and abroad.
CLEMSON STUDENTS PUT
SAFETY IN THEIR STEP
Clemson University students,
faculty and staff are working —
— and walking — to make their
campus a safer place.
On Wednesday, April 2, more
than 100 people will take the
2003 Campus Safety Walk at 6
p.m. to explore the campus at
night, looking for safety hazards
and other problems.
The campus will be split into
14 regions for the walk. Groups
of 10 people, led by a University
police officer, a faculty or staff
member, and a student leader,
will check each region to make
sure all emergency phones work,
lighting is sufficient and signs are
visible. The groups will count the
number of police patrol cars and
escorts, CAT buses, and pedestri-

ans that pass through the region.
CLEMSON PREPARES FOR
PRESIDENTIAL RACE
Reading, writing and running?
Clemson University faculty,
staff and students will exchange
schoolwork for running shoes on
Saturday, March 29, for the
Fourth Annual Presidential Race.
Participation is free and open to
the public.
Clemson president Jim Barker
will participate in the 5K race,
which will begin and end behind
the Cooper Library on campus.
Registration will open at 7:15
a.m., and the race will begin at
8:30 a.m.
FORMER NEO-NAZI TO
SPEAK DURING CLEMSON'S ONE WORLD WEEK
Former white supremacist and
neo-Nazi skinhead T.J. Ley den
will share his experiences with
hate and bigotry, as well as the
reasons he turned his life around
in a presentation that will cap off
Clemson University's second
annual One World Week, a series
of events intended to spark discussion about diversity and tolerence.

fight to alleviate acne
losing their effectiveness, the
potential treatment could have a
significant impact on the market
by providing a distinct advantage
over other antibiotics.
While it is suspected that
LINDSAY HYMA
Clemson's anti-microbial protein
Staff Writer
also has such resistance-proof
properties, the theory has not yet
Solutions to problems often been confirmed since a large
present themselves in unlikely enough sample has yet to present
places. While associate dean of itself for testing. At the time, this
food safety and nutrition Susan is the largest problem facing the
Barefoot and her research team study. Researchers have so far
searched for potential food preser- been unsuccessful in their
vatives, they identified a bacteri- attempts to produce the bacteriocin — a small amount of antibi- ocin in large quantities.
otic-like material found in bacteria
Barefoot commented that pro— in Swiss cheese. They hoped ducing the necessary amount is
the protein would act as a natural like "generating 55 gallons of
food preservamaterial to colt i v e . ^^^_^^^_ ^^^^_^^^_ lect
a tiny
Unfortunately,
straight pin of
the team failed "Projects like this at
usable product."
in this respect. Clemson and other
At the time,
However, for- universities are a good
most research in
mer
doctoral
the area is
student
Priya investment for the country."
working
Ratnam decided
towards develSUSAN BAREFOOT
to test the bacteoping
this
Associate Dean of Food Safety &
ria in a different
process to proNutrition
way.
duce adequate
Noting that
quantities for
the bacteriocin
testing. While
was a distant relative to the bacte- further work on the project is conria formed in acne breakouts, tinuing at a slow pace, samples are
Ratnam tested the discovery to see also regularly sent to ImmuCell
if it could be effective in control- for continued testing and research.
ling the acne bacteria. Because
Though the process has been
bacteria within the same family slow going and a final product
often have natural defenses could still be years away from
against one another, the tests clinical trials, Barefoot notes the
appeared promising and were importance of ongoing projects
implemented with results far like this for universities in general.
beyond what anyone expected.
"I feel projects like this at
Using samples provided by Eric Clemson and other universities are
Baker and Patricia West-Moreland a good investment for the country.
through the Greenville Hospital It takes so long to bring a project
System, the researchers isolated from an idea to development and
150 acne bacteria to determine the even longer from the development
bacteriocin's effectiveness. After stage to the final marketing stage,
the tests, the bacteriocin was but the benefits from these projfound to be 100 percent effective ects can be tremendous."
in controlling the acne bacteria.
The payoff from the project
And, since 100 percent success could also be significant since 90
rates are rarely encountered in any percent of teenagers suffer from
experiment, the research team was acne and many continue to suffer
surprised, and delighted by the test into adulthood. The bacteriocin
found has also been patented and
results.
Most recently, the team has con- will continue to be tested in the
tracted with ImmuCell, a biotech- hope of eventually developing a
nology research and development topical cream or other treatment
company based in Portland, for human use.
Funding for parts of the project
Maine, to develop their work
together. ImmuCell works prima- has also been provided by the food
rily with Nisin, an antibacterial safety department and a small
material found in cheddar cheese, business innovation N1H research
to find uses in veterinary practices grant.
and improve animal health and
productivity.
While surfing the Web one day,
Dr. Richard Couglin, ImmuCell's
senior director of research and
development, came across infor*t
...; mation about Barefoot's research.
He contacted her in hopes that the
;
teams could combine their
research knowledge and produce
acne-treatment products for eventual human use. With such a large
market for acne skin products,
jlEBl
successful research and implementation hold the potential for
prosperous results.
The most notable characteristic
of ImmuCell's bacteriocin is that
the bacterium it fights does not
become resistant over time.
Because health care workers are ZIT ZAPPER: Susan Barefoot studygenerally concerned about drugs ing benefits of bacteria.

Swiss cheese holds promise
for those suffering from
acne
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PETA ad project dehumanizes all human life
The Holocaust on Your Plate is the title
of a recent advertising project being run
by the People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals (PETA). The exhibit, which is
travelling to various cities and is on PETA's
Web site, features seven pictures of World
War II Holocaust victims juxtaposed with
pictures of chickens, pigs and other animals.
The project is wrong because it is ridiculous to compare chickens to children, and
there is no logical connection between
Auschwitz and Arby's. The project is dangerous because it dehumanizes not only the
people in the pictures but also all other people.
The issue here is much larger than slapping a much maligned organization on the
wrist; the real issue is that devaluing human
life by equating it with every other animal
has disastrous consequences.
What caused the Holocaust of World War
II to occur in the first place? The Nazis
placed no higher value on the life of a Jew
or other non-Aryan person than they did on
anything else. They used humans to achieve
their own ends, whether it was scientific
progress through experimentation or world
domination through elimination of ones they
felt were inferior.
The outrageous thing about the whole situation is that PETA has succeeded in doing
exactly what it desired - drawing attention to
its cause. Yes, that's right, the organization
used people, people who gave no permission, people whom even PETA acknowl-

edges were treated incredibly inhumanely, to
achieve their ends.
Sound familiar? The ideas that PETA is
promoting about humans lead eventually to
catastrophic conclusions. If PETA is really
concerned about "Holocaust on Your Plate,"
they should pay closer attention to the
Holocaust they may be starting "in your
mind."

Few people, although probably some, will
accept the overt, and even stated, message of
the advertising - stop eating chicken, beef
and pork and become a vegetarian. Some
people feel that is the appropriate answer,
but obviously many don't.
What is easy to fall into doing, however, is
to get used to thinking of humans and hogs
on the same level. The more people associate

the unethical treatment of people with the
unethical treatment of animals, the more naturally that mindset slips into our thinking.
This is certainly much more dangerous
and sickening if followed to its reasonable
conclusion than the first reaction. For the
large majority of people who are not vegetarians, accepting this line of thinking means
that the only logical reason for not indulging
in cannibalism is that humans don't taste as
good as other meat.
A better reason than that one certainly
exists, if one believes that human life has
dignity and uniqueness. But it is nonetheless
the only reason people can legitimately
argue if they believe that humans and animals are fundamentally equal. Anything else
is inconsistent with what they claim to
believe.
Granted, PETA never had much credibility
in the first place, but any respect or credibility it deserved is now gone.
A statement on PETA's official Web site
explains, "Unlike other oppressed groups
whose voices may be silenced, animals are
not even conceptualized as having a voice."
Remarkable. What are people thinking when
they don't think of animals as having a
voice? After all, don't all animals talk in the
real world?
The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by
the editorial editor and represent the majority view of
The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority
view, the lead editorial may not represent the
individual view ofany particular member.
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"Yes, I think this is very extreme. We
don't eat humans, so I don't think it
can be compared."

"I think animal rights should be
strictly enforced. There are many
similarities in the pictures comparing
the animals and people from the concentration camps."

Anti-war views deny best option
"What do we want?"
"Peace!"
"When do we want it?"
"Now!"
The anti-war protests began the
minute the public realized
President Bush might resort to military force to resolve the ongoing
Iraqi disarmament situation. And
when White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer announced
Bush's intentions,
jgf^*
many realized they
could do nothing to
t r-^J
reverse a war from
1
beginning. But while
anti-war crowds
grew smaller, the
cries grew even
louder, something that has now
become a spectacle of annoyance.
Many individuals, including
myself, hoped for a peaceful resolution. Most of us, after all, are idealists in some sense.
Thousands of people rallied and
protested, pleading Bush to recognize ongoing U.N. talks.
Democrats on Capitol Hill packed
the House with anti-war messages.
But as the first Coalition forces
advanced toward Iraq, those pleas,
petitions and demands did not alleviate Bush's fiery resolve to
declare war. Whether the current
administration hastily entered war
last week remains to be seen.
The White House and many others have declared it "unpatriotic" to
protest against the war. The

/T«3k

overemphasis of the quoted adjective makes me cringe because of
obvious references denying our
rights to freedom of speech. Thus, I
do not see much merit in this argument. So what is it about the antiwar protestors that I dislike when I
was on their side prior to the commencement of war?
The war has begun. Nobody can
alter that fact.
Although not
Adora
insignificant, the reaCheung
son why the war
Editor in
began does not matChief
ter at this moment.
The past is the past let it be. It's how and
under what circumstances the war will end.
If Bush decided to concede to
the dissenting population by
pulling troops out of the region,
what would happen?
Iraq would return to its original,
destitute political state but now
beaten up with many oil fields
destroyed and holes in its buildings. Saddam Hussein would have
won by virtue of surviving and thus
increasing his threatening power in
the region and abroad. And as he
has done in the past, he will continue to terrorize his own people and
the independence many Iraqi citizens long for will dissipate.
Casualties on both sides will
have suffered for a country that is
worse off. And the United States
will have essentially lost not only a

war but also global respect, as we
can no longer prove the case that
Saddam Hussein has not effectively
disarmed, a reality that's been
proven time and time again since
the Persian Gulf War.
Bush's other option is to finish
the war and win it outright.
Saddam Hussein will be, at best,
dead or exiled. The Iraqi people
will have the chance to revitalize
its economy with economic support
from various Coalition nations. A
chance at democracy is foreseeable, and the United States will
then have a chance to prove its
case that Republicans and
Democrats on Capitol Hill (with
enough intelligence clearance)
agree on: Iraq still has massive
destructive weapons.
So I ask everyone to identify
possible outcomes of this war and
ask "what can be done about it
now?" The options are limited and
the best alternative for the situation
we are in now is to finish the war
we undoubtedly will win. After
that, you can decide whether
Bush's decision to declare war
came with the best result.
Remember, presidential elections
are coming up next year.
For now, just be assured that
peace will come; history knows
that well.
Adora Cheung is a junior in comp.
science and economics. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

"The ads effectively show their
point, but I think they took things too
far."

"I think that when we feel it is OK
just to take animals' lives with no
purpose intended, then it is a problem. But as long as it is for the
greater cause of man, then it is OK."

Letters to
the Editor
Where do you park?
On December 12, 2002,1 parked
in a blue-crossed space next to a
handicapped spot while loading
stuff into my car for the break.
Through the window in my room,
I could see a University Police
Officer standing beside my truck.
Naturally, I ran down the stairs,
praying I would not receive a ticket for my infringement; after all, I
was parked beside the handicap
spot. The officer informed me that
the blue-crossed space beside the
designated handicap spot is in fact
off limits and deserves the same
penalty as that for parking in the
handicap space. I thought the fine
for this ticket would be in the ballpark of $60-100. I was quite surprised and infuriated to discover
the fine was $415!
I figured the judge at the court
would lecture us about the error of
our grievance and make us beg for
mercy, but instead she informed us
of several handicapped people and
their situations from years past
with trying to find handicapped
spots open when they needed to go
to class or get to their offices. I
realized that I would not have
appreciated someone parking in
my spot if I was handicapped. I
had not thought of it that way until
I remembered a friend of mine
who is handicapped and the great
remorse and anger I would feel if

someone deprived them of their
space.
The judge decided to enforce the
fine of $415, dropping the fee in
half, provided I complete some
task of community service. This
letter is my attempt to provide adequate compensation for her gracious ruling.
Receiving a ticket for parking in
a handicapped space is not a
money-making tactic of University
Police. It is an infringement of
state law and is therefore a state
penalty. The judge here in
Clemson cannot just throw out
your fine.
Please take this matter to heart;
even if you think my story is
hokey. No one has the right for
any reason to deprive a handicapped person of their right to
park closer and more accessibly to
the places where they attend class,
study or work.
David Van De Water
Clemson, S.C.
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 250 words. They
must include the author's name,
hometown and phone number (or
email address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and may
be edited for clarity and grammar.
THE TIGER reserves the right
to print or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S. Mail
address or email them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Teaching thinking should
be key part of education

Soccer teaches lessons on life

Does education promote thinking? In this column I am supposed to address what I regard
as a pressing issue. I intend to do
that by focusing attention on the
very serious question above.
The things we value most in our
polity require a citizenry that is
ready, willing and
able to think. For
that reason, I submit
that thinking is a
responsibility of citizenship. Now, most
of us believe that
education has a key
role to play in equipping us for life. And
surely, if that is right, it ought to
help us acquire the wherewithal to
fulfill our responsibilities as citizens.
Recently, in the course of doing
some committee work, I read a
book called "Lies My Teacher Told
Me," by James W. Loewen.
Reading it was my task as a member of the committee, yet I benefited substantially from doing it.
(Faculty members may want to take
note of this, for it appears to undermine a familiar claim about committee work that many regard as an
analytic truth.) The book both
taught and challenged me.
One thing that I learned about is
"our unknown war with Russia."
During this war American forces
penetrated more than 1,200 miles
into Russia from Vladivostok; our
troops left on April 1, 1920, after
the disintegration of the White
Russian forces. This occurred during Woodrow Wilson's presidency.
I confess that I was pleased to read
that "[fjew Americans who were
not alive at the time know anything
about [this]."
Let's turn to the challenge that
prompts this column. Throughout
the book Loewen describes questions or exercises he gives his students or audiences at public lectures. In one case he talks about a
Gallup poll of 1971 in relation to
the educational background of the
respondents. His auditors believe
"overwhelmingly" that what most
Americans today regard as the correct view—that U.S. policy needed
to change—is the one held at the
time by more highly educated persons. Trouble is, they're wrong:
while this view was held by 60 percent of the most educated respon-

dents in 1971, it was the view of 80
percent of those with only a grade
school education.
Loewen discusses what his audiences come up with as they "strain
to explain why less-educated
Americans were right." He also
offers his own explanation. Its key
elements are two social processes
"intrinsic to the role
of schooling in our
Daniel
society," namely,
Wueste
"allegiance" and
faculty/staff "socialization." These
columnist
processes, he says,
"cause the educated to
believe that what
America does is
right." He illustrates his point with
an example—again using poll
data—of American public opinion
respecting a decision and action
taken by the U.S. government in
1966. Before the action, he reports,
Americans were evenly divided on
what ought to be done. After the
action, 15 percent opposed it and
85 percent favored it. According to
Loewen, this shift was "the result,
not the cause" of the government's
action. His point seems well taken
since, two years later, 51 percent
opposed a change in this policy, yet
when the policy changed, 71 percent favored the change. In this
case, he writes, 22 percent of
Americans "changed their minds
within a month, mirroring the shift
in government policy. This swaying of thought by policy affects
attitudes on issues ranging from our
space program to environmental
policy and shows the so-called
'silent majority' to be an unthinking
majority as well. Educated people
are overrepresented among these
straws in the wind."
Loewen suggests that education,
which includes the social processes
of allegiance and socialization,
doesn't promote thinking, at least
"when society is the subject." You
see the challenge. You understand
why I ask, could this be true? And
if it is, what should we do about it?
This last is a pressing question for
many reasons, not least that
Clemson's general education
requirements are currently being
changed. I hope you will join me
in thinking about it.
Daniel E. Wueste is a professor of philosophy and director of the Rutland
Centerfor Ethics. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

After talking constantly in my
editorials about campus politics and policies, I want to
change the pace a
little bit this week.
Today I want to talk
about soccer and
life.
I started playing
soccer when I was 5.
I played "rec" soccer
for years. Every
summer, I would go
to two or three soccer camps. By
the age of 10,1 was playing on
competitive teams.
When I was young, I lived and
breathed the sport. I went out to
play because I had fun, and I
enjoyed it; I would laugh incessantly as I kicked the ball around
with friends. When I played, people said I had springs under my
feet because I was so on fire. I
loved the game. I didn't think
about it; I just played and did
what I loved. Life was simple: I
didn't think about all the others
things; I found what I loved and
just did it.
By the time I got to seventh
grade, I was worn out with soccer.
Playing soccer had become a
chore rather than something I did
for fun. At one point in middle
school I was playing every single
weekend in tournaments, as I
rotated between two different
teams.
Coming into high school, I kept
playing because I had done it for
so long and invested so much in
the sport. I had lost sight of why I
started and hardly cared to contin-

ue.
My senior year, I played for our
high school team. We had a very
hard coach; he knew his stuff, and
he pushed us.
Because I was
immature and lazy,
this didn't accommodate well to my
lifestyle. Every day,
around 2 p.m. as I
sat in my last class, I
would dread the fact
that I had to go and practice for
three hours after school.
My last two years, as I played
on the high school team, there
were many games when I went out
and played decently. I did what
was necessary, but throughout the
whole game, I fought against
myself, I fought against being
tired, sore, injured or out of
breath. But rarely, did I get lost in
the moment and just play.
In soccer, like many sports, if
just once, for even a split-second,
you think about being tired, you're
finished. You just have to play,
breath deeply and live the
moment.
There was one particular game
that I remember the most. I was
tired, dreading the game as usual,
but when the whistle blew to start
the match, something ignited
inside of me. I never once thought
or considered what I was doing. I
played my heart out. I didn't think
about being tired or hurt. I didn't
think about the score, the coaches
or the fans. I just played soccer.
That day, I played the best game
of my life. I had taken every

ounce of energy and passion I had,
thrown it on the field, lived and
breathed the moment, and never
looked back.
What's hard, now that my soccer "career" is over, is that I'll
never get a chance to replay all of
those other games and practices.
I'll always know that I didn't give
it everything I had. That part of
my life is over.
We are continually given a
chance to make the most out of
what God has given us in our
lives. Each of us is unique blessed with certain skills, passions and capabilities; but having
these resources is only part of the
battle. We have to decide every
day what we wish to do in it. We
can "seize the day" or we can let
it pass with our gifts going to
waste.
For me, like this soccer story, I
don't ever want to look back on
any time of my life and know that
I could have done better. I don't
even want to consider that I could
have "tried" harder. I only get one
chance at this amazing life, and
I'll be damned if I don't make the
most of it.
I tell this story as a motivational
speech and as a reminder to everyone. We are only given one chance
at this life. Apathy and laziness
may haunt us at every turn, but
overcome them, find your niche,
find your passion, and seize the
day.
Joseph Godsey is a senior in computer engineering. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews. com.
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Protesters cross line on rights
Freedom of speech and public
demonstration are inalienable
rights guaranteed to every
American. No reasonable person would
disagree that these
are not only undeniable by, but also
essential to, any and
every free country.
But, like all worthwhile liberties, they
are tempered with the
necessity that they be used responsibly. Both have their legal limits.
However, there are also moral lines
in the rights to speech and public
demonstration that it is up to individuals to respect and maintain. In
recent weeks and days, America has
seen far too many examples of irresponsible and insensitive protests to
the war in Iraq.
Days before the United States
began strikes in Iraq, Natalie
Maines, lead singer of the Dixie
Chicks, announced during a concert in London that"... we're
ashamed the President of the United
States is from Texas." Of course
she, like everyone else, is entitled to
share her opinions in the hope that
they will affect a positive change.
What she was not entitled to do was
go abroad and use her celebrity to
insult her president publicly, especially at such a conflicted time.
In the period leading up to the
decision to move ahead with the
use of military force in Iraq, many
Americans took advantage of their
rights by speaking out against the
cessation of diplomacy in favor of
war in the struggle to disarm Iraq,

depose Saddam Hussein and free
the Iraqi people. These protesters
acted within the bounds of patriotism and activism as they asserted
their opposition to
war and their desire
Elizabeth
for peaceful resoluRenedo
tion.
student
However, as soon
columnist
as President Bush set
his 48-hour deadline
for Saddam to give
up power and leave
Iraq or face the certainty of war, .
everything changed. The time to
speak out against American policies
came to an end as the military
began taking decisive action. No
matter what our opinions of this
action may have been in the past or
at present, we are all faced with the
necessity of unifying in support our
president, and especially the men
and women who are placing their
lives on the line for us.
Right now, the primary issue is
not whether we should be doing
this but how we can help our troops
overseas and their loved ones here
at home. This does not mean that
we should stop questioning the
motives and actions of our leaders,
but that we should go about it in a
more thoughtful and less oppositional fashion for the time being.
Many Americans have not only
continued their public demonstrations since the commencement of
military action, but have also escalated it to dangerous and counterproductive levels. In cities from
San Francisco to Washington, D.C.,
protesters have, to varying degrees,
caused disturbances of the peace.

Most notable and useless among
these were the interruptions made
in daily flows of street traffic on
Thursday in several large cities.
Such demonstration can only
result in arrests, injuries, the use of
police resources needed to protect
citizens from outside threats and
worst of all, the satisfaction of our
enemies. These irresponsible public
displays of internal unrest and
opposition show those who seek to
destroy America that they are making headway.
Sunday night's Oscar ceremony
was the stage for the most public
and utterly obscene example of dissent to date when outspoken documentary filmmaker Michael Moore
thanked the Academy for his award
by spewing venomous words of
protest. He said, "We live in the
time where we have fictitious election results that elect a fictitious
president. We live in a time where
we have a man who's sending us to
war for fictitious reasons.... We
are against this war, Mr. Bush.
Shame on you, Mr. Bush."
My impassioned response to this
statement is no, Mr. Moore, shame
on you. The implications of this
war are not fictitious. The loss and
risk of our brave soldiers and the
pain and stress felt by their families
are not fictitious. The fiction is that
words like these are helpful to
America; the fact is that it is time to
put our differences aside and unite
in hope for victory as well as peace.
Elizabeth Renedo is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to letter s@ TheTigerNews. com.

"I don't know with what weapons World War III will be fought,
but World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones."
- ALBERT

EINSTEIN
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Students help impoverished Guatemalans
Habitat for Humanity trip
takes students to Guatemala
over Spring Break
WILL SPINK

Editorial Editor
While many students arrived at a
Florida beach on the first Saturday of
Spring Break, nine Clemson students
landed in Guatemala City. Sunday
they traveled the partially paved
roads to Huehuetenango, and the
next day they undertook their first in
a series of daily hikes one mile outside the city.
Here the students were to work
alongside two Guatemalan families
to help them build their houses
through Habitat for Humanity. Over
the course of the week, the group
partially constructed both houses,
including one from scratch.
"The families were really excited
to have us there," said sophomore
Katherine Chisholm. "They were
very welcoming and did whatever
they could for us. You can't help but

love them, and of course they love
you, too."
Irma and Walter were the parents
of one family. They had five children, whose grandparents also lived
with the family. Sophomore Mike
Stadnisky, who worked on their
house, described the family as "really loving" and said that interacting
with the kids was a highlight of the
trip.
The three boys and two girls from
the family not only helped out when
they could with the work but also
provided lighthearted diversions and
entertainment for the workers.
Stadnisky said that Vianca, one of
the girls, enjoyed wearing his hat
backwards to mimic his actions.
The other group was working on a
house for a single mother and her 10year-old son. They also contributed
in their own ways to the project,
mostly in the little things like bringing water to the workers. Chisholm
described the boy as "the most
mature 10-year-old you will ever
meet."
This house was also located across
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not even allowed to do that. He
calls his wife when he can and she
calls us. That's all we hear."
Baumann's brother, 30-year-old
Kenneth Greenwell, completed
army service obligations paying
for college less than a year before
he received his recall to service.
"It's a scary situation, because
even though he's not on the front
lines fighting, the fact that he's in
intelligence means that we really
never know what he's doing.
Every time I see captured soldiers
I can't help but worry."
While both Bowen and
Baumann articulated support for
the war's goal of Iraqi regime
change, the two emphasized the
sense of foreboding that has filled
the void left by family members.
Meanwhile, the tremors of war
have been felt in the community
too. Along the streets of Clemson
this week, businesses displayed
signs reading "God Bless our
Troops" and "We Support our
Troops." Yellow ribbons shivered
from truck mirrors. Flags flew at
half-mast from front porches and
school flagpoles.
But while many respect the situation facing America's soldiers,
not everyone agrees that the
United States is justified in its
military insistence that Saddam

the street from a school, and the kids
often joined the workers for a relaxing recess during the school day.
The jobs for building the house
ranged from digging ditches and
pouring cement foundations to cutting rebar and stacking the cement
blocks. Chisholm said that many
smaller tasks were also necessary
throughout the process.
The week began with a party to
celebrate the group's arrival and
ended with a big lunch on Friday that
the Guatemalan families cooked for
them. Then the students headed to
Antigua for Friday and Saturday
nights before coming back to the
United States.
Chisholm, who had already been
to Guatemala with Habitat for
Humanity this past summer, organized the trip and hopes to make this
an annual event for Clemson students. She said that the trip may not
always be to Guatemala, but the
experience could be great in any
number of places around the world.
"There's such a huge difference
socio-economically and culturally. If
you just go down there for a week
and get to know these people, it's an
amazing experience," she said. "You
meet amazing people, and you see
that you can really make a difference
in these people's lives."
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Hussein be removed from power.
Anti-war protests and demonstrations have given daily voice to
objections across the country. In a
recent protest rally on Bowman
field, students voiced concerns
that the war is only an "attack out
of fear," rather than a response to
a legitimate threat.
"No one believes war is a good
thing," said senior Jared Zuercher,
"but no one thinks Saddam is the
best leader for Iraq either. It really
comes down to whether or not you
believe the U.S. jumped the gun
by being so eager to use force to
disarm Iraq."
Zuercher's brother guards Iraqi
prisoners of war (POWs) while
they are transferred between
Allied control centers in the
Middle East.
"You have to worry about the
safety of loved ones there (Iraq),
because in a time and place where
terrorism is a constant threat, you
can never be completely sure that
they're safe," Zuercher said.
"And I understand that people
won't always agree with what the
government is doing," he continued. "That's fine, but if something
were to happen to my brother, I
hope no one would try to tell me
that it was for nothing, or that his
sacrifice was a waste of time."
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Mystery disease baffles physicians Mitsopoulos gives last
presidential address

DIRK BEVERIDGE

The Battalion (Texas A&MU.)

(U-WIRE) HONG KONG —
Adding to fears that a deadly flulike illness is being spread by air
travelers, Hong Kong officials said
Tuesday nine tourists apparently
came down with the deadly disease
after another passenger infected
them on a flight to Beijing.
The World Health Organization
insisted air travel is safe but said its
scientists are investigating each
case to make sure the disease is not
spread through ventilation.
In recent weeks severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS, has
spread beyond hospitals, where
dozens of health care workers
became infected, and into at least
one workplace, andto air travelers.
Some schools have been closed as
a precaution.
Hong Kong officials said the
nine tourists became sick after a
mainland Chinese man with SARS
infected them on a March 15 Air
China flight to Beijing.
If SARS can be more easily

spread through the air — rather then be very concerned that this
than by close contact with infected might have become airborne."
The airplane cases seem similar
people who cough or sneeze — it
could force travel and other restric- to how the disease got its start here
— from one hotel guest who
tions to contain the disease.
"We would want to be sure that it spread it to six strangers staying on
was people sitting next to that per- the same floor. One expert theoson and not the ventilation system rized it might have spread through
the air-conditionin the airplane
ing system.
which
was
From the Hong
spreading the dis- "We would want to be sure
Kong hotel, the
ease," said Dr. that it was people sitting
David Heymann,
exposed tourists
took the disease
head of commu- next to that person and not
nicable diseases the ventilation system in the to
Singapore,
Vietnam
and
at WHO. "We airplane which was
have no evidence
Canada.
spreading the disease."
of the latter right
The
disease
has spread most
now."
DAVID HEYMANN
For one thing, Communicable diseases
at WHO rapidly through
he said, health
Asian hospitals,
some of which
investigators
have followed thousands of pas- lacked the surgical masks and gogsengers who flew with SARS- gles needed to prevent catching the
infected travelers and did not disease from patients. WHO has
become sick.
been distributing such equipment.
However, he said that if they
The U.S. State Department has
find there are cases that did not warned citizens not to travel to
involve close contact with some- Vietnam because it lacks medical
one sick or at high risk, "we will facilities to deal with the disease.

Serious reasons to spend
Summer 2003 on Hilton Head Island
\

Good Jobs
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and great faculty and courses at USCB
http://www.sc.edu/beaufort/ • Email: tmfolsom@gwm.sc.edu
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Undergraduate President
emphasizes progress, looks
forward for inspiration
CAROLINE STONE

Staff Writer
Monday
evening
Angelo
Mitsopoulos delivered his fourth
and final State of the University
Address to Clemson's student senate.
His speech, an "informal... journey throughout campus," simultaneously invoked images of well
known University landmarks and
highlighted the goals accomplished
by this year's undergraduate student
government.
Beginning his "tour of Clemson"
on Bowman, Mitsopoulos compared the coexistence and interaction of students on the field to the
unity
experienced
by
the
University's undergraduate and
graduate student governments. He
credited the recent amendment of
the student government constitution
for "allowing the groups to interact
as one" and remarked that the "fruit
of this collaboration is evident in
the success of the academic
redemption policy."
He emphasized the importance of
student government's participation
in the Integration with Dignity
Ceremony by noting the marker that
was placed in front of Tillman;
Mitsopoulos also stressed the significance of student government's
first $1,000 contribution to and
sponsorship of One World Week.
The outgoing president touched
on many other achievements
including the apartment fair, freshman council, 24-hour elections, and
the 57 percent increase in voter
turnout for this year's student body
elections.
Closing on a note of "reflection

and introspection," Mitsopoulos
said, "I think of the things that we
have accomplished ... and then I
think about all the things that we
haven't done. When I think about
the things we haven't done, it
makes me feel uneasy."
He encouraged student government to take pride in their responsibility to serve. "You have the opportunity to make an impact. You have
an opportunity to know when you
walk away that you have helped to
make Clemson University better."
Mitsopoulos went on to explain
the three-fold process of integrating
tradition, student voice, and personal perception. He added that his
own perception has led him to
"make a conscious effort to be
inclusive."
After his speech, Mitsopoulos
commented on the responsibilities
that the position of student body
president entails and on his hopes
for Fletcher Anderson in the
upcoming year.
"You have to take the time to
expose yourself to different elements and facets of the University.
You base your actions not only on
tradition but also on the information
you gain from other students. All
the while, you can't lose touch with
your own student persona. Then
you have to synthesize everything
you have experienced, and put it
into a decision. That is leadership."
He also emphasized the importance of Anderson's one-month
term as president-elect. "A good
transition is key to continuity and
building upon what we have done in
the past. The more time we take to
share our thoughts with the incoming leadership, the easier it will be
for them to build upon the existing
foundation."
In a final word to the incoming
Anderson, Mitsopoulos smiled and
said, "My goal is to watch him outperform me."
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Police add new vehicle to arsenal
Student police use vans to
give late-night escorts,
enhancing campus safety
ALEXANDRA ALAHOUZOS

Staff Writer
The Clemson University Police
Department recently acquired a new
escort van to be used for the
University's police escort service.
The Clemson University Parents'
Council purchased the 12-passenger
Ford van to assist the police department's Auxiliary Student Patrol
(ASP) with its nighttime duty of
transporting students around campus. This new van gives ASP a second van to operate, with one van
running on East Campus and the
other patrolling West Campus.
The University's new police chief
Gregory Harris implemented a system last fall in which ASP would
make its nighttime rounds with two
vans running simultaneously.
However, when one van's engine
blew out late in 2002, ASP was left
to patrol with only one van. The
University police leased a second
van from the University Motor Pool
to assist with patrolling on busier
nights.
According to Lieutenant Steve
Miller of the Clemson University
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"Basically, ASP and the police
escorts are a door-to-door service
for students," Miller said. "If students need a ride from a parking lot,
ASP picks them up at their car so
they can wait safely with the doors
locked. The purpose is to make sure
they get from locations on campus
safely and without having to worry
about someone attacking them at
night."
Students seem to appreciate the
safety of the police escort system.
Traci Major, a junior who lives on
campus, said she calls for ASP
whenever she parks her car far away
from her dorm late at night. "It's
worth waiting for an escort to pick
you up," she said. "I feel a lot safer
knowing that I don't have to worry
about someone jumping out of the
woods at me when I'm walking by
myself at night."
Miller said the University police
also enjoy the service they provide.
"The thing I like best about the
police escort service is it gives students a positive contact with
police," he said. "Most other times
students call or meet with police are
negative — like if they've suffered
a break-in or been the victim of
some other crime. With the escort
service, we can interact with students on positive terms."

police department, the new van is
working wonderfully. "We don't
like for students to have to wait on
the escorts for long periods of time
— having one van was hard," he
said. "Students seem to be enjoying
the new van, not only because (having a second van) enables ASP to
respond to their calls quicker, but
because it has double doors. We
made it a point to get the new one
with double doors. The other van
we use has a sliding door, and students have a more difficult time
opening and closing it."
ASP consists of 49 Clemson students who were hired by the
University police to provide students with safe, free rides around
campus after dark. ASP runs seven
days a week from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.
After ASP's shift ends, the
University police continue to
respond to calls, picking students up
and dropping them off at their
desired on-campus destinations.
Miller estimated that, on busy
nights like Sunday and Thursday,
ASP picks up about 270 students.
According to Miller, students mostly use the police escort service to
return to their dormitories from the
remote parking lots on campus.
Students also use the service as a
ride home from friends' dorms late
at night.

LEADERS
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Anderson is currently selecting his
cabinet and working with current
USG President Angelo Mitsopoulos
on transitioning into his new position. He also mentioned academic
redemption and judicial services
reform as two projects that will continue into next year.
One of Anderson's highest priorities is for students to participate in
and care more about what is going
on with the University. He hopes to
maintain or increase the solid voter
turnout at this year's elections,
which exceeded 40 percent. He also
vows to take student ideas seriously
and wants to start numerous referendums and research polls to see "what
the students really want."
"I really want the students to real-
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1
ize that we have an administration
that cares about what the students
think," he said. "We need students
who are willing to talk to us and
voice their opinions appropriately."
Ailstock wants to emphasize
Teaching Assistant training, which
he says Provost Dori Helms is supporting, and also wrap up ongoing
discussions on graduate health insurance. This summer, Ailstock plans to
search for graduate students and
organizations who are interested in
getting more involved.
"I can't do great things by
myself," he said. "It's going to be all
the people around me who do the
great things, and this summer is
about digging for those great people."

1

icated and loyal staff during my
entire career at Clemson.
Perhaps
most
importantly,
Shyatt's players have also been successful off the court. All five seniors
on this year's team are on track to
graduate this year, a rare feat in
NCAA Division I basketball. The
team had a GPA of 2.38 for the first
semester and five players were

named to the academic honor roll.
"I have put my heart and soul into
this job," Shyatt commented, "and
that was especially the case this season. We made improvement in
many areas under difficult circumstances due to the renovations of
Littlejohn Coliseum. We worked as
hard as we could with the resources
made available to us."

U-WIRE

Plans surface for Iraq's reconstruction
JEFF GOLUSZKA

Northern Star (Northern Illinois)
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, 111. — The
United States has pledged to undertake an unprecedented rebuilding
effort in Iraq — if it successfully
ousts President Saddam Hussein's
regime.
Officials already are organizing
personnel who would travel to Iraq
after the war to begin coordinating
humanitarian aid and reconstruction, according to the U.S.
Department of Defense.
The project would have an annual
price tag of about $20 billion and
would require the deployment of
between 75,000 and 200,000 troops
with a multiyear commitment,
according to the Department of
Defenses' Council on Foreign
Relations.
"It will be very important for the
Bush administration to stress the
extent of U.S. involvement, and also
how they plan to involve the international community in the reconstruction effort," said Christopher
Jones, an associate political science
professor and assistant chair of the
political science department at
Northern
Illinois
University.
"Americans often think about priorities at home, so if they view the
rebuilding process as taking away
money from social programs, draining the economy or further expanding the federal budget deficit, then I
think there will be concerns."
The most important part of the
lengthy rebuilding process likely
will be the welfare of Iraq's oil
fields, which contribute between
$18 and $27 billion toward annual
oil
revenues,
according to
Newsweek.
"The first thing should be to
secure the oil fields, and if they've
been damaged, to rebuild those,"
said Jones, who's an expert in U.S.
foreign policy and international
relations. "Oil lies at the center of
Iraq's wealth, and Iraq will need that
wealth to rebuild after the war. It's a
major advantage that Iraq has, compared to a country like Yugoslavia."
Another initial step would be a
new constitution created by recognized Iraqi experts under the advisement of the United Nations.
The most unpredictable facet of
the rebuilding process would be figuring out how Iraq's three main cul-

tural groups could coexist. The
groups, which are the Kurds, Shiites
and Sunnis, have disagreed throughout history.
Iraq's multiethnic population
would be just one of the hardships
faced by the United States during
rebuilding.
"First of all, we don't know the
extent of the damage," Jones said.
"Second, we don't know whether
we're going to be doing it alone or
with other members of the international community. Thirdly, there's
the whole political dimension, and
whether we can get a country without a strong national identity, a
country with a very multiethnic population, to work productively
toward creating a new Iraq."
U.S. involvement would be coordinated by the Office of
Reconstruction and Humanitarian
Assistance. The office's main goal is
to pass Iraq's governance to its people as soon as possible, "but with a
government that expresses the free
will of the people of Iraq," according to the Defense Department.

Defense
Secretary
Donald
Rumsfeld has said the United States
is committed to making life better
immediately for the Iraqi people.
Because the rebuilding process is
hypothetical at this point, it is
impossible to identify specifics. The
United States probably would try to
establish a viable democratic government, which would require a
ground force of more than 100,000
troops, of which a substantial
amount would have to remain for
eight to 10 years, if not more,
according to Newsweek. If the
United States and world community
installs a new government while
having a positive impact, it could
create a more free and fair country
thateventually could be replicated
by other states in the region, Jones
said.
"It might provide an opportunity
in some way to meld Arab culture,
sensitivity to the Islamic religion
and democracy," Jones said.
"America is not going to build a
democracy that Westerners recognize as a democracy.
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elcome to Hart's C ove
Two Miles from Campus,
And a World Away
Introducing
Clemson's only
lakef ront student
community.
Hart's Cove.

designed to encourage

While ii< setting places ii

academic growth. Every

a world away, Hart'^

suite features its own

Cove is actually just two

private bath and high-

miles from the Cleinsou

speed internet connec-

campus. In fact, on crisp

tion.

Saturday afternoons,

Simply put, there is

residents can hear the

m

Hart's Cove

i

Please Viatt Our Onctite Info Office

nothing else like it.

The community's social

roar from Death Valley or

Located on the shores of

hub is located along 1600

watch the sun rise over

Lake Hartwell, secluded

feet of private shoreline.

Tillman Hall.

by mile after mile of

When completed, limited

not remember the layout

hardwood forest, Hart's

boat slips*, sand volley-

of your suite or the color

Hour*:

Years from now, you will

Cove is a world unto

of the walls. What you

itself.

will take with you are the
lessons you learned, the
discoveries you made and
the relationships you
'•jm,

formed. Things that will
carry you through the
rest of your life. It is for
this reason, and this
reason only, that Hart's
Cove was conceived and
developed.

Against this backdrop,

ball courts, pool, fitness

From the solitude of its

Hart's Cove developers

center, outdoor patio and

setting to the warmth of

have crafted spacious

fireplace will provide the

its residents, Hart's Cove

two-, three-, and four-

ideal space for creating

provides an opportunity

suite condominium units,

lifelong memories.

like no other.

For more information
on leasing a suite at Hart's Cove, contact
Advantage Property Management at

864-654-3333

each is specifically

Hart's Cove
*Pending approval from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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tfjHELPWANTED
NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS to fill part-time
personal trainer position at Fitway
in Seneca. Experienced & certified
candidates preferred. Must first
fax Resume with three references
to 864-985-1896.
2 Dorm Counselors Needed!
Supervise HS seniors interning at
CU(SPRI).
6/1/03- 7/20/03.
$250/wk +rm & board, see
www.clemson.edu/SCLife/counselor.htm<http://www.clemson.edu
/SCLife/counselor.htm> or email
foulk@clemson.edu for qualifications & application procedure.
You've got approximately 45
years of work ahead of you. You
may as well do something you
love now. be Red Bull student
brand manager next year .Go to
w w wjedbullu .com
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Cell phones improve
communication, education

86
Per

DANIEL L0WREY

News Editor

Studio8.net is looking for
Readers/Writers/promoters. Visit
w ww.studio8 .net/team .html.
Comedy that's funny!
Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings,p/t. Not sales. Flexible
schedules.
626-294-3215
$35/hr- Sculptor needs physic
Models, male & female. 646-9622

airw

Want to know how cell phones really
work? At some schools students dedicate
four years of their lives to studying that
very question.
This fall, Auburn became the first
school in the country to offer a four-year
bachelor's degree in the study of wireless
technology. The program, offered in the
University's school of engineering, was
jump-started by a $25 million donation
by an Auburn alumnus.
Perhaps the time for this idea has
come, but while the wireless technology
industry has grown exponentially in
recent years, the future isn't as clear as
some phone companies would like you to
believe your calls will be.
There are currently 137 million wireless phone subscribers in the United
States, but various research firms have
said recently that the market was near saturation. The wireless phone industry is in
such disarray that Merrill Lynch recently
made the unusual move of recommending that its investors reduce or sell their
shares in companies offering mobilephone services.
Other non-cellular wireless systems
are facing similar problems — at least in
the private sector. For example, the global positioning system (GPS), which the
military and police use to track people's
location by using satellites in space, has

E
22:

been considered for possible consumer
use. But, because of its cost and concern
over loss of privacy, it has been limited to
installation in high-end cars and cell
phones.
Meanwhile, back at Clemson, The
Wireless Communication Systems and
Networks Program was created in 1993
in the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering to provide crossdisciplinary research and education in the
field of wireless communication systems
and networks.
The University's program, although it
has yet to offer opportunities for undergraduates, has increased interest in the
area of wireless communication as a
research field.
In 1999 the Department of Defense
announced a new enterprise known as the
Multidisciplinary University Research
Initiative (MURI) on Adaptive Protocols
for Mobile Wireless Networks. Various
faculty members from Clemson's
Wireless Communications Program participated in the proposal competition
which included more than sixty other
universities. From that competition, the
Clemson team received one of the two
MURI grants awarded by the Department
of Defense for research in wireless communication networks. The five-year
MURI project, which was initiated in
May of 2000, is administered by the
Office of Naval Research.

SUNCOM (AT&T)
Model: Motorola i60c
Price: $100 sale ($400 MSRP)
PROS: 2-way DirectConnect
CONS: Service is not good off
major interstates or in rural areas

Model: Nokia 3360
Price: $100 sale
($160 MSRP)
PROS: Service is available
just about anywhere
CONS: Already had to
replace phone's battery

Model: Ericsson T68
Price: $150 sale ($300 MSRP)
PROS: Month-ahead billing; good
customer service; phone joystick
CONS: Difficult text messaging
I HODCDEN/photo editor
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rAbout this test
Wireless service providers have
strategic testing plans to guarantee their
services remain competitive. The test
plan The Tiger used was far less complex and involved no special equipment
-just a roaming student with pile of different wireless telephones.
We chose 14 hot spots on campus
including parking lots, high traffic areas
and common study areas. It is widely
accepted that cell phones do not work
well inside most buildings, especially

•••*

•• »~

•*••

since many on campus serve as fall-out
shelters. Most of our tests were conducted outside or in the lobbies of various buildings.
A popular phone was chosen from
each provider for the test. At each of the
14 points, a call was made from each
phone to a land-line telephone. During
each call, the two parties reported the
quality of each connection. These experiences were quantified with a simple
scale and compiled into composite val-

ues. The graphic below shows the
results of our findings.
It is important to note that every wireless phone and the respective calling
areas may have different reception
capabilities and feature sets.
The wireless service providers shown
here neither sponsored nor participated
in this test.
- The Tiger staff

verijon
KEN HAWKINS/graphics

Cingular users encounter charges while calling Anderson
DANIEL LOWRF.', *
News Editor
Clemson residents may soon pay long
distance fees t« call Anderson, that is, if
they have friends who contract with
Sprint PCS for cellular phone service.
Sprint service representatives confirmed this &eak 1hat an agreement
between their company and BellSouth

allowing land-line calls from the
Clemson area to Sprint phones (most of
which have Anderson-based prefixes) at
no charge as local connections was terminated in February.
The split affects those using BellSouth
for local land-line service.
Recent graduate Kate Merrill has
already felt the effects of the break. "My
BellSouth phone bill reflected never-

before-seen charges of 33 cents per
minute for phone calls from my house
phone to my friends' Sprint PCS cellular
phone," she explained.
Until one year ago, Sprint assigned
area customers phone numbers based in
Anderson. This was done with the understanding that BellSouth would not charge
long-distance fees for calls to these numbers. However, since the agreement

ended, BellSouth customers can expect
to see higher rates for calls to the Sprint
phones.
Sprint representatives stressed that the
billing hiccup applies only to those customers who began their service with
local numbers prior to the company's use
of Clemson based prefixes. Recently purchased phones have numbers considered
local by BellSouth billing computers.

Leading wireless
proVlUers
•/o

1

.7°/°

Spot*
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Students with no phone accounted
for7.8%ofthe«urvey participants.

1 UNTEQtEREQ TALKING: A survey of 275
I students shows Cingular as the leading
1 wireless communications provider for
I Clemson. Sprint and Verizon also share
I the high mimhers ofsubscribers with
XSunCom (AT&T), Alltel, andNextel
Xserving a small remainder.

SPRINT
Model: Samsung
SPH-N300
Price: $150 sale
($200 MSRP)
PROS: Wireless web
access
CONS: Spotty service in
Clemson area

VERIZON WIRELESS
Model: Motorola v120e
Price: $30 sale ($40 MSRP)
PROS: Excellent customer service;
phone's bright blue display
CONS: Phone's slow response
while navigating and typing

ALLTEL
Model: Motorola Talkabout
Price: $70 sale ($100 MSRP)
PROS: Phone's easy phonebook
CONS: Cannot download ringtones
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WJHELPWANTED
NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS to fill part-time
personal trainer position at Fitway
in Seneca. Experienced & certified
candidates preferred. Must first
fax Resume with three references
to 864-985-1896.
2 Dorm Counselors Needed!
Supervise HS seniors interning at
CU(SPRI).
6/1/03- 7/20/03.
$250/wk +rm & board, see
www.clemson.edu/SCLife/counselor.htm<http://www.clemson.edu
/SCLife/counselor.htm> or email
foulk@clemson.edu for qualifications & application procedure.
You've got approximately 45
years of work ahead of you. You
may as well do something you
love now. be Red Bull student
brand manager next year .Go to
www.redbullu.com
Studio8.net is looking for
Readers/Writers/promoters. Visit
w ww.studio8 .net/team .html.
Comedy that's funny!
Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings,p/t. Not sales. Flexible
schedules.
626-294-3215
$35/hr- Sculptor needs physic
Models, male & female. 646-9622

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

F0RSALE
STATIONERY EXERCISE
BICYCLE. Like New. Body
champ brand. $75. 882-7275
TANNING BED-Like new wolfe
Sunquest 2000 canopy-style, 6 ft.
long w/10 lamps, used very little.$400. 882-7275
2002 Clearance Scooters
Built by Yamaha. $895.00
888-3441
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE: 2
bedroom 2.5 bath two story townhouse. Two blocks from Death
Valley Stadium (near esso). Sunset
Court Townhomes
$89,900.Available MAY 19,2003.
864-624-9413 OR 770-740-9231.
Per bedroom monthly expense less
than renting, virtual tour:
http://
community .webshots .com/user/cle
msontownhouse

F0RRENT
University Place. Apt.#s
221,232.Furnished,W/D, Privately
owned&managed. $800/mo.
(864)888-3317

Deadline

How to place a classified ad

Studio Apt, full kitchen, heat
pump, water included. $300/mo.
888-8461.
Large Nice House. Walk to campus. 3Br w/ personal path, appliances included. $1000/mo. 215
Wyatt Av. call 864-234-7640 or
864-423-1938.
HOUSE IN Clemson
4BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
$ 980/MONTH
653-3512
Apartment for Rent
tillman Place 4 bedroom, 2 bath.
contact Don 864-423-7841
University Ridge condo.
Across from Tillman Hall.
Lease Fell through
2Br & @ba.2002 new carpet and
furniture, w/washer & dryer, walk
to class.
call Kim Drake 864-246-9998.
DON'T WAIT, CALL NOW!
Daniel square 2003-2004. Call
467-0987 for more information, or
visit www.DanielSquare.com
WALK TO CAMPUS! 2BR
townhomes Downtown. $312.50
per person. FREE water,
sewer,trash. 710-4917
Duplex. 2 bdrm, 1 bath, AC,
W/D, furnished. $400/mo.
888-8461

12 p.m. Tuesday
Payment Methods
Cash, Check

Students:
Other:
Bolding:
Large headline:

25 cents/word
50 cents/word
10 cents/word
10 cents/word

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com
2 Br duplex. Close to campus. On
Freedom Drive.
Call 654-6518
Female subleaser neededsummer. Summit at Cross Creek.
Everything furnished except your
room. $317/mo. Includes rent,
internet, cable.
Call Jennifer 639-3407
Condo for Rent
Creekside;
clean and convenient.
3 Bedroom + IBath.
$500per Month.
$300 security deposit
(864)325-9675
Clemson APARTMENTS
FREE 1st month RENT.
Large, clean 1 bedroom and 2
bedroom units. Washer/dryer
available. Quiet neighborhood
close to campus.
230&226 Charleston Ave.
324-1133.
House.Clemson. 2Br/1.5 Ba.
W/D. Fenced Yard. Available
August 1. $650/mo.
654-099
The Reserve. Free high speed
internet. W/D. Available May 5.
$300 per month. Lowest rate.
Call 356-3003.

Grab a FOURSOME now!
Be the first for '03-'04.
furnished 4bdrm-2Bath.
#223 University Terrace.
Near Campus on CAT Red line.
Owner: Greenville.
864-244-7462
or goodluck3@hotmail.com
2Br apt. next to Downtown
Clemson. 5min. walk to campus.
Perfect for 4. Furnished or
unfurnished. W/D, 2 full Ba,.
balcony, quiet, neighborhood.
Call 882-3953.
HOUSE IN Clemson
3 Bedrooms, 1 bath, Screened
porch. $825/MONTH.
653-3512.
Duplex- Convenient to
Pedleton/Clemson/Central.
2Br/lBa. Water & Lawn
Maintenance incl.$475/mo. + sec.
Deposit. Call 506-7282 or 9336946.
DANIEL SQUARE
2bedrooms/2 baths, new
appliances/ W/D. Walking distance to campus. $1000/mo.
Available Aug. 15th.
864- 380-5105.
212 University Terrace
furnished 2 BR condominium.
New Paint and Wallpaper.
includes; W/D, Wireless internet.
$250/Mo. Call collect
336-885-9380.

HOUSE FOR RENT: 3BR, 2B,
plus great loft, living, dining,
kitchen. Fenced back yard. Across
from Clemson Down. $1000/mo.
jjdillard@aol.com. 444-7650.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
TOWNHOUSE, why rent when
you can own.
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom 2.5 bath
two story townhouse. Two blocks
from Death Valley Stadium (near
Esso). Sunset Court Townhomes.
489,900. Available MAY 19,2003.
864-624-9413 OR 770-740-9231.
Per bedroom monthly expense less
than renting, virtual tour:
http://
community .webshots .com/user/cle
msontownhouse

JJ Roommates
Looking for roommate starting
July 2003 at Heritage at
Riverwood. 1 mile from campus. 2
BR/2 BA. Rent $300/mo + half
utilities. Call Ashley at 864/4495428. No pets allowed
Looking for roommate starting
July 2003 at Heritage at
Riverwood. 1 mile from campus.
2Br/2Bath. $300mo + 1/2 utilities.
Call Ashley 864-449-5428. No
pets allowed.

NEW APARTMENT;
Heritage at Riverwood
1 and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers
Pool, Tennis Court, Fitness Center

Burton
Properties
Management
CALL
US
TODAY!

654-1130
653-7717
653-5506
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Men's tennis earns 6-2 record on road trip
The Tigers have won 12 of
their last 14 matches before
heading to USC next.
DIMITRI NAJIM
Staff Writer
Over the last two weeks, the current University men's tennis team
faced seven teams on the road,
including one match that took place
the week before the break. Back on
March 8, the team fell to then-No. 22
Miami of Florida 5-2 at Coral
Gables, Fla. On March 15, a
matchup with Florida A&M
University in Tallahassee led to an
easy 6-1 victory for the Tigers. The
following day, Clemson faced its
second ACC opponent of the season
in then-No. 45 Florida State
University, defeating the Seminoles
4-3 to improve to 2-0 in the ACC
standings. On March 18 the team
invaded Texas for matches against
the University of Texas-San Antonio
and Texas A&M-Corpus Christi,
winning 6-1 in both matches.
This past weekend, the Tigers
continued their stay in Texas for the
Rice Invitational, hosted by the then30th-ranked Rice University. At
Houston, Clemson competed with
three teams: unranked Louisiana-

Lafayette, Rice, and No. 31
Northwestern University.
On Friday, Clemson pulled out a
4-3 win against Louisiana-Lafayette.
Junior Damiisa Robinson secured
the win by coming from behind to
beat Armanjot Singh 0-6, 6-4, 6-3, at
flight 4 singles. Sophomore Nathan
Thompson was upset by Jakub
Ilouski at the No. 1 singles spot by a
final of 7-5, 6-2, but Sander Koning
was able to claim victory at the No.
2 spot over Michael Taskowski 6-3,
6-0. Jarmaine Jenkins had success at
flight 3 singles, knocking off Ivan
Kovalev 6-4, 6-2. Sophomores Ash
Misquith and John Boetsch didn't
have such luck at the fifth and sixth
positions, respectively, going down
to Marc Castellana 7-6,4-6, 7-6, and
Eveyhenii Cordeneam 6-4, 7-6, in
that order.
The Tigers swept the doubles
matches, with Nathan Thompson
and Jenkins earning an 8-3 win
against Ilouski and Kovalev at the
number one doubles position.
Robinson teamed up with Boetsch at
the No. 2 spot to bring down
Taskowski and Castellana by a score
of 8-4. At the third doubles position,
Koning and Brett Twente took down
Singh and Cordeneam 8-6.
Later, Clemson faced Rice in a
tough contest that included a doubles

match against the No. 1 doubles tandem in the nation. Things did not
start off on the right foot for the
Tigers as they lost at the first three
singles positions. N. Thompson was
downed 6-4, 6-2, by Richard Barker
at flight 1 singles, and Robet Searle
defeated Micah Thompson 6-3, 7-5,
at the No. 2 spot. Koning lost to
William Barker at the third spot 6-3,
6-2. Boetsch suffered defeat at the
sixth singles position, a 4-6,6-4, 6-3,
loss to Matt Mathres. Jenkins and
Robinson had success at the fourth
and fifth spots, respectively, with
Jenkins notching a 6-4, 5-7, 7-6, win
over Tony Harcle and Robinson
earning a 6-4, 7-5, victory against
the Owls' Vuk Rajevac. Rice swept
the doubles matches to earn the 5-2
victory over Clemson. Brothers
Richard and William Barker, the No.
1 doubles team in the country, went
head-to-head with Clemson's No. 1
doubles team and came away with
an 8-4 victory. Robinson and
Boetsch were downed by Harcle and
Searle 8-3. Koning and Twente, at
the No. 3 spot, fell 8-2 to Mathres
and Cody Jackson.
The final day of the Rice
Invitational featured a showdown
between Clemson and then No. 31
Northwestern. The Tigers came
away with a 4-2 victory, earning

themselves a 2-1 record in the
Invitational. The doubles matches
were cancelled due to inclement
weather. The singles matches were
held indoors as well.
The
Thompsons, holding the No. 1 and
No. 2 singles positions for the
Tigers, both fell hard to the Wildcats,
with N. Thompson losing 1-6, 7-5,
6-3, to NU's Hannus and M.
Thompson losing 6-3, 4-6, 6-3, to
NU's Jenkins. Koning had success
at flight 3 singles in a 6-4, 6-1, win
against Axler, and Jenkins held his
ground at the fourth spot with a 4-6,
7-5, 6-2, defeat of Perrin. Robinson
improved his singles record to 21-4
with a 6-3, 7-5, defeat of
Schaechterle at the fifth singles position. At the No. 6 spot, Misquith
came from behind to beat Wahala 36,6-3,6-1.
According to the latest ITA poll
(March 26), the Clemson Tigers are
ranked 30th in the nation. The team
will travel to Columbia, S.C., to face
rival USC on March 26. The
Gamecocks are ranked 18th at 12-2,
with one of their largest victories
being a 4-2 win against the UNC
Tarheels. The Tigers are 30-40 alltime against USC, with the
Gamecocks winning the most recent
meeting last year 7-0. The match is
scheduled for 2:00 p.m.
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respectively. Despite the lack of
low rounds, thanks to Ferguson's
excellent play, the Tigers completed
the round 2-under-par with a total
286.
The Tigers played their best
round of the tournament on Sunday,
with four players at par or better.
The top-ranked amateur player in
the country, senior D.J. Trahan led
the scoring with a 4-under-68.
Following a 75 on Saturday, Matt
Hendrix stormed back with a 3under-par 69 on the final day of the
tournament. Jack Ferguson notched
a 1-under- par round of 71, while
Brian Duncan scored for the Tigers
for the second straight day, shooting an even par 72. Gregg Jones
finished just one shot above par at
73. The Tigers finished with a closing round of 280.
They were topped, however, by
Wake Forest's unbelievable round
of 275, the best round of the tournament by any team. The Tigers finished seven shots ahead of thirdplace Georgia, who scored a final
round 278, 854 for the tournament.
Florida finished fourth at 858,
while Auburn was fifth at 860. NC
State was one of six teams in the
field to shoot under par for the tournament and finished sixth at 861.
South Carolina was seventh at 869,
while North Carolina was eighth at
872. Second-ranked Augusta State
finished 10th with an 877 team
score. Duke was the only other
ACC team in the 15-team field and
finished 14th at 887.
Wake Forest won the tournament
thanks to birdies by four of its players on the final hole of the tournament, including a pair of chip-ins.
Brent Wanner finished the tournament first overall, three shots
ahead of Trahan and Ferguson and
two others, shooting a 9-under par207, thanks to a final round 65, 7under-par.

SPORTS
BRIEFS
Clemson spring game to be
held at Riggs Field
Clemson's Spring Football
game on Saturday, April 5 will
be held at Riggs Field on the
Clemson campus. The contest
will kickoff at 1:30 p.m. The
game was originally scheduled
for Clemson
Memorial
Stadium, but was moved on
Monday.
Riggs Field is the home of
Clemson's men's and women's
soccer programs.
It was
Clemson's home stadium for
football from 1915 - 42.
The spring game features
scrimmages between the first
team offense and the second
team defense as well as the first
team defense and the second
team offense
Chester to Have Surgery,
Career Over
Clemson offensive lineman
Jermyn Chester will have season-ending knee surgery on his
right knee. Clemson Head
Coach Tommy Bowden made
the announcement on Monday
after practice.
Chester, who had moved
into a first-team position at
guard this spring, suffered an
injury during practice on
Wednesday, March 12. He will
need reconstructive surgery on
the knee and will miss the season. The 2003 season was to
be his fifth year, so his football
career at Clemson is over.
A native of Titusville, Fla.,
Chester is a computer engineering major with over a 3.0
career GPA.
-. .«M *-*»».*•--»
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Excitement abounds in first weekend of NCAA tournament
Four No. 1 seeds survive
journey to Sweet 16.
ZACH STRATTON
Staff Writer
Though complaints were heard
from analysts and coaches from
coast to coast after the tournament
selection last Saturday, the first
weekend of games returned the
nation's focus from the teams chosen
to play to the action on the court.
Blocked shots, buzzer beaters and
broken hearts once again marked the
first two rounds of the road to the
Final Four.
In another season of surprising
twists, the Sweet 16 includes not
only the four No. 1 seeds, but also a
No. 10 and 12 and a sixth- and seventh-seed to boot. The conference
with the best showing in the early
rounds was the Big East, which limited to just four picks, advanced all
four teams to this week's regional
sites in Albany, N.Y., Anaheim,
Calif., Minneapolis and San
Antonio.
After the March 16 selection of
the 34 at-large bids for the 65-team

field, most of the college basketball
world was pleased with the field that
was determined. The power conferences were well-represented, with
the Big 12 and Southeastern conferences getting six teams each, for
example, but so were the midmajors, where Butler from the
Horizon League (snubbed a year ago
despite a 26-win season) and
Gonzaga (a loser in the West Coast
Conference Tournament) picked up
bids.
And the wisdom of those choices
played out over the opening weekend. Butler, the No. 12 seed in the
East, became the darling of the tournament with its wins over No. 5
Mississippi State and No. 4
Louisville. Auburn, the East's 10th
seed, widely hailed as the team least
deserving for inclusion, made a convincing argument for the depth of the
bigger conferences by dispatching
No. 7 Saint Joseph's as well as No. 2
Wake Forest.
Auburn's second round upset of
the regular season ACC champion
Wake Forest Deamon Deacons
would seem to speak to what was
considered a down year for that

5K Certified Course by US Track & Field
Palmetto Grand Prix Event
Championship Chip Included

Divisions:
Pri7es will bo awarded for overall male and female winners.
as well as. the lollowincj categories: 12&under, 13-17, 18-26,27-39,
40-49, SO-59,60 6V, 70 & up, and Intramural.
All Current Clem-.on students, faculty, and staff will automatically be
entered in the intramural division. Undergraduate, graduate, and
faculty/staff wlnneis will be crowned 2002 liutamural Champions
and receive Intramural Championship tshlrts. (Inlramural division
winners will slill be eligible to win overall and age category prizes.

March 29, 2003

ing in its backyard, for the chance to
go to the Final Four for a second
consecutive season.
Asked if he felt fortunate to escape
the rash of upsets that permeated the
field or confident that his team
would indeed advance, Sampson
answered "both."
"We should have won the two
games we played this weekend. At
the same time, you know that upsets
are going to occur, although I'm not
really sure we should be calling them
upsets," said Sampson.
"Butler handled Wake Forest pretty good two years ago. People say
they don't know Butler or other
lower-seeded teams but why shouldn't they be able to win? There are
only five players out on the court and
if your team has two or three of them
who are better than the other team's
then you can win any one game."
Pitt was a team that wondered
whether it should have gotten a No.
1 seed in this year's tournament.
Another was Kansas.
In what has become as much a rite
of spring as baseball's spring training and golf's Masters, the Jayhawks
struggled through their opening
round, barely holding off Utah State,
then came back to rout a good
Arizona State team on Saturday. The
second-seeded team in the West will

face Duke, the No. 3 seed, Thursday
at the Arrowhead Pond in Anaheim.
Last year, Kansas struggled
against Holy Cross before dominating Stanford en route to the Final
Four, a formula the Jayhawks hope
to follow again.
The tournament has seen its fair
share of upsets and a great deal of
games going down to the wire, just
like every year. Yet the top four seeds
all perched atop their brackets trying
to make history as the first four No.
1 seeds to make-up the final four.
Much of the talk about parity in
the college basketball world can be
justified by the early rounds. So
many games have come down to the
final minute, but teams with more
experience, the bigger conferences,
have more often then not come away
victorious Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Creighton and Gonzaga, who all
played close games against top seeds
only to be sent home, are perfect
examples. Despite playing great
games they couldn't make the lay-up
or open three in clutch time because
they hadn't had to all year.
We started with 65 and now only
16 are left. One weekend down, two
more to go. When the tournament is
over, one team will be able to claim
the title of the best team in the
country.

Race wiH begin and end behind
the Cooper Library above the
Strom Thurmond Institute
If you cannot makv it toClemsonfor the Race
Donations will be accepted on behalf of Lite i ibraries.
All checks should bo made payable to the
Clemson University foundation and are tax deductible.

rattan (,<>gin& »r 7:1 S AM.
Tho race begins al 8;}0 AM.
fteijUt ration
SHOO [12 and older) and $18.00 (all mlicrs)
postmarked by March 21
$20.00 postmarked after March 21
ReijiMiT online at www.tleinson.eiln

imposing league. But the ACC still is
represented by Duke, the 2001
NCAA champion, and Maryland, the
defending national champions. The
Terrapins, the sixth seed in the
South, had perhaps the most fantastic
finish of the weekend, Drew
Nicholas' off-balance three-pointer
at the buzzer to beat North CarolinaWilmington.
Similarly, the Big Ten was perceived to be a shadow of its usual
self, but Wisconsin, the No. 5 seed in
the Midwest, managed to avoid the
upset bug, hitting a last-second
three-pointer of its own Saturday to
down No. 13 Tulsa.
Maryland's opponent in San
Antonio will be Michigan State. The
seventh-seeded Spartans, Final Four
participants in three of the past four
seasons, have the opportunity to
return following its upset win over
No. 2 Florida.
As a reward, or perhaps payback,
for Oklahoma's good fortune in
playing what was essentially two
home games, the Sooners now travel
to Albany. First up will be Butler;
should Oklahoma win that game,
they could then face Syracuse, play-

Or. run In your hometown!
Send in your $1» registration fee (plus any
tax-deductible gifts to the Library) postmarked by March 21,
tfiat you will not be able to join us and we will send your
t-shirt in time for Race Day. Run by yourself or organize
running partners in your town. Take a picture
of you (and other participants) wearing youi shirt
and send it to us by mall or email. Clear pictures
will be used on Alumni web pages and great
pictures may appear in flffmson World
magazine. Please ca*l Jpy Van Daele at
(K64) 656-0477 for more information.

ARE YOU A
SHACKETTE?
366 College Avenue, Clemson
and 7 other Upstate Locations

www.demson.edu/pres/race/

Always 65% -75%

off retail on
Designer Fashions

Open

You should be
shopping the Shock!

iDays!
SPHJNGSEIV ESTER

MUM

Open''

^JtoOVixjiosHrer
«wwfcroi«tfctan.cain

*CD Stereo

5909 CALL NOW! 653-SUNN
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

just one shot on time every 3 months to stay pregnancy-

months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

every day birth control.

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from
HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience side

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care
professional about prescription Depo-Provera.

effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Prox/era.oorn.
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Texas' Barnes looking for national championship
PATRICK DANIEL

Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas • In
Texas' opening-round game against
UNC-Asheville, a sign in the
stands read, "There's a first time
for everything."
Of course, Bulldog fans were
referring to the fact that a No. 16
seed had never beaten a No. 1 seed
in the NCAA tournament, but the
same sentiment can be applied to
Texas coach Rick Barnes who has
yet to add a national championship
to his resume.
But this could be the year that
Barnes breaks through to win his
first national title. With T.J. Ford
dazzling at the point, James
Thomas crashing the boards and
the team's all-around depth, Texas
has a legitimate shot at winning its
first national championship in basketball.
"I hope I'm going to have a lot of
chances," Barnes said when asked
if this was his chance to win it all.
"I'm not that old. I might look it,
but right now, I'm not that old. This
time of year does make you feel a
little bit older.
"I've said this all along. I will
never ever take for granted getting
to the NCAA tournament. Once
you're in it, then you are really and
truly one of 65 teams that can lay
claim that you got a chance to play
for the big trophy. I hope every
year that we have a chance."
Of course, the Longhorns will
have to win two games against
teams that boast coaches who have
each won a national championship.
Each of the other three teams that
will play in Friday's South region
semifinal games have garnered at
least one championship with their
current coach.
"I have a great respect for all of
them," Barnes said of the three
other coaches remaining in the
South region.
Connecticut, Texas' first opponent in San Antonio, is coached by
Jim Calhoun, who cut down the
nets in 1999's national title game.

The Huskies defeated the Duke
Blue Devils, 77-74, in St.
Petersburg, Fla., in that year's title
game.
"Jim Calhoun's been around a
long time," Barnes said. "I remember when Jim was at Northeastern.
People knew then that he could
coach. He knew what he had to do
and what he needed to do, and he
did it."
This season, Calhoun's squad
finished with a 23-9 record and finished first in the Big East's East
Division, and the team lost two of
those nine games when Calhoun
missed five games because of
prostate cancer surgery.
"Well-coached," James Thomas
said when asked to comment on
this year's Huskie squad. "They are
a good team. They went through a
lot of adversity with their coach,
and they were able to maintain."
If the Longhorns survive
Connecticut, they will go on to face
either Michigan State or Maryland,
both of whom square off in
Friday's late game. Spartan coach
Tom Izzo led his team to the championship in 2000, while Gary
Williams led the Terrapins to a title
last year against the Indiana
Hoosiers in Atlanta.
Before Williams and the
Terrapins brought the trophy back
to College Park, Md., there was a
lot of talk about how Williams was
a good coach but would need a title
win before becoming a great coach.
Barnes disagreed, however, that
winning a title makes a great
coach.
"Gary Williams has been a great
coach for a long time," he said.
"Obviously, when you're on center
stage and you win, people look at
you differently. I think Gary will
tell you he's a better coach today
than he was a year ago.
"There are people out there right
now that are never going to get to
play for a national championship
that are great coaches because of
the school's they are at. They don't
have the resources to do it."
Without the national title on his

Contraceptive Injection

&irtK

Barnes said he never wants the
focus of the program to be on him.
He said that he always wants the
focus of his program to be on the
players.
"It will always be that as long as
I'm here," he said. "I do not think
I'm Texas basketball. The program
has to be built around the players.
They have a small window in the
time that they are here. I want them
to look back at their time here as
the best time in their lives."

list of accomplishments as a coach,
Barnes still has an impressive list
of accolades to his name. The
coach won the 300th game of his
career this season when the
Longhorns defeated Louisiana
Tech, 58-50. He pulled in the 1999
Big 12 Coach of the Year honor and
has taken 14 teams to postseason
play out of 16 years as a head
coach.
Even if the Longhorns bring
home the hardware this season,
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HAVE A KNACK
FOR WRITING
SPORTS?
CALL HEATH

656-6269
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PANCC PARTY
H£AOOUART&ZSr

ITS A CLAP-ArLOHC 5INC- A-IOWC
CRAZY ROCKH4C COODTIME
EVERY WEDNESDAY S PM

GdztneTi

$2 Shots, Cocktails and
Wines $6 Pitchers of
MARGARITAS!
$1500 diamond Ring
from Tiffany's of
Greenville, COOPS GYM
memberships and MORE!

GAME TIME NOW HIRING SERVERS! APPLY FOR FREE MEMBERSHIP ONLINE
5 WEBB ROAD GREENVILLE 864-297-6500 WWW.GAMETIME-RIFnDE.COM
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection
(mednoxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DFPO PROVFRA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that ts given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) in the buttock or upper awn once evei7 3 months (f 3 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 nvonths fl3 weeks). DFPO PROVFRA contains medroxypi ogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cycle. DFPO PROVFRA acts by
pf eventing your egg cells fiom ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your
rnrnstuMrcycle.il cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy; DFPO PROvFRA
also causes changes in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "1 low often do 1 get my shor of DCPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?").
To make sure you are not pregnant when you tiist get
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given ONLY during
the first T) days of a normal menstrual period: ONLY within the first S days after childbirth if not
breast-feeding; and. if exclusively breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth, h is a
long-term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month (13-week) intervals,
1 )lTO PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control availalile. This means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than
one for every 100 women who use DEPOPROVERA The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness o(
PhPO- PROVERA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months (13 weeks) for her next
injection. Your health-tare provider will help you compare IJfcPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the information you need m order to decide which
contraceptive method is the right choice for you.
I he folowing table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
m women who use each method exactly as ft should be used) ana the typical rate ol pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not follow the directions exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continuous Use
Method

orro .-p.; nm<
*nplanw (Norptant)
Female aM.,jatior>
Male stertaalKm
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Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not a! women should use DCPO-PROVERA You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if
any of the following condrtkjrrs:
• il you think you might be pregnant
* <f you have any vagmal Weeding without a known reason
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you have

•
•
•
■
•

tf you have had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroke
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
if you have problems with your bver or liver disease
if you Ate allergic lo DFPO PROVFRA (nx^jroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You wifl have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA It is
important to teJI your health-care provider if you have any of the folowing:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ia.y). fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples

• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
• migraine headaches
• asthma
■ epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you arc taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DbPO-PROVtRA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
injection lor its effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPOPROVERA in order to become pregnant, it is expected that
about half of those who become pregnant wiH do so in about '0 months aftex' their last injection:
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months: about 8396 of
tliosewho become pregnant will do so in about 15 nKJnthsanci abenrt 93% of Uxjse who become
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use
DEPO-PROVERA las no effect on IVJW fongit takesyou to become pregnant after you stop usmg it
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
' fireguto rMenst/uoi' fiieerfng
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the liryt year of using
DEPO-PROVERA you might have orx: or rrvore of the Mowing changes,
irregular1 or
unptedictable bleeding or spotting jn increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding, or no Weeding
at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA'
and if this happens, you slwuld see your health care provider right away With continued use of
DFPO PROVPRA bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely.
In clinical studies of DFPO PROVFRA. i$% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorr hea) aha l year of use. and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding aher ? years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DFPO PROVFRA
causes a resting state m your ovaries. When your ovaries do not ielease an egg monthly, 'he
regular monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. therefore, ihe Weeding
that comes with your normal menstruation does not lake place. When you slop using
DFPO PROVFRA your menstrual period will usually m time, return to its normal cycle.
2.bone Mineral Changes
Use of DFPO PROVFRA may be associated with a decrease m the amount of mineral stored in
your bones. TNs could increase your risk of (te«loping bone fractuies. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest m the aariy year s of DEPO-PRCMIRA use. but after that it begins to resemble the
normal rate of age-related bone iruneral loss.
JbGonoB
Studies ol women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used
DCPO-PROVERA lor contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breast, ovary. uten.(s,cervoc or liver. I lowever. women under 3!i years of age whose first exposure
to DCPC>-PRC3VERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a Sightly increased risk of
developing breast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this w.th
your health-care provider.
4. Unexpected Pregnancy
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effectwe contraceptive method, the risk ol accidental
pregnancy for women who get then shots regularly (every 3 months [13 weeks]) is very low.
While there have been reports of an increased risk of low birth weight and neonatal infant death
or other" health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such prcgnanocs are
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DLPO-FROVfcRA for
contraception, sec your health-canc provider as soon as possible*.
1 flhqp'r ReafflJom
Some women using DtPO-PROVfcRA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphyiaxis and anaphyfactoid reactions.
Symptoms indudc the sudden onset of hives or swdfing and itching of the skin, breathing
difficurtics. and a drop in blood pressure.

6.0the< &sfcs
Women who use hormone based contraceptives may have an increased risk of btood dots or
stroke Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
io develop outside of the uterus (ec.topic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
leil your health care provider if you have any of ihe problems fisted in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
Call your hearth-care provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of Wood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
m the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or fainting, problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal Weeding
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal arMi
• persistent pam, pus, or bleeding at the injection site
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
/.Weight Gam
You may experience a weight gam while you are using DfcPO-PROVE HA .About two thirds of
the women who used DtPO-PKOVERA in cknical trials reported a weight gain of about S pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gam weight after the first year. Women tn one
\niy,c study who used DfcPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year Women who continued lor 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.S pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of I6.S pounds over those 6 years, or

approximately 2./S pounds per year
ZOther $>de tflects
In a clinical study of over 3.900 women who used DbPO-PROVtRA for up to / years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to thcr use of
DEPO-PROVERA: irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhca. headache, nervousness, abdomtnai
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigu*-, decreased sexual deaie, leg romps, nausea, vaginal
dsctwge or a ittation. breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, swelling of the- hands or feet.
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pam. no hair growth or excessive hair loss. rash, hot
Bashes, arid joint pain. Other problems were reported by very few of the women in tlw ctnJGll
tnals, but some of these could be serious. These include convulsiofis, jaundice, urinary tract
infections, allergic reactions, fainting, paialysrs. osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility deep vein
thrombosis, puirnonary embolus. breast cancet; or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems
occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss ttiem with your health-carejjrovtder;
Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
i-Missed re*«ods
During the time you are using D£PO- PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
periods may stop completely. If you have been receding your DFPO PROVFRA injections
regulaity every 3 months (13 weeks), then you are probably noi pregnant. However, if you think
that you may be pregnant, see your health-ore provider
/LoboruioryTest )'i(e/oc(ons
[fyou are scheduled for any laboratory tests, teU your health car e provider that you are usmg
DFPO PROVFRA for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as
DFPO PROVFRA
IDrug Interoct/prts
Cytadien (aminogluteihimkJe) is an anticanter drug that may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of DFPO PROVFRA if the two drugs are given during the same time.
4Jvursing Mothers
Although DFPO PROVFRA can be passed to the nmsma infant m the breast mlk. no harmful
effects have been found m these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milk, so it ran be lised by nursing mothers. Howevei'. to rmmmize the amount of
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the inlani in the first weeks after birth, you should wait unti
6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception.
How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended dose ol DEPO-PROVERA is l*>0 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) given m a
-jngie intramuscular injection inthebtjttotkorupperarm. To make sure that you are not pregnant
at the time of the first injection, it is essential that the injection be given ONLY during the first
5 days of a normal menstrual period If used foflowing the delivery of a child, the first injection of
DEPO-PRC3VERA MUST be given within r> days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months
(13 weeks) between injections, or longer than 6 weeks after defrvery, your health-rare provider
should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your injection ol DEPO- PROVERA
Rx only

Pharmaca & Upjohn Company
KafamazoaMI 49001. USA
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Tigers sweep Black Bears; Coach Leggett takes 450th game
Three games won against
Leggett s alma mater as he
reaches milestone.
ROY WELSH

Assistant Sports Editor

DAVID KALK/assisiant photo editor

A ROUND OF APPLAUSE: CoachLeggett accomplished a rare feat Saturday.

Last weekend, the Clemson
baseball team extended its winning
streak as the Tigers swept the
Maine Black Bears. On Saturday,
the Tigers completed the sweep and
Clemson head coach Jack Leggett
earned his 450th victory at
Clemson, and improved to 13-0
against Maine, his alma mater. The
Tigers won their first game with
the Black Bears by an 8-6 score,
and won the last two contests by
scores of 7-6 and 11-7, respectiveiyOn Thursday night, the Tigers
won the first of the three games by
an 8-6 score. Clemson right-hander
Jeff Hahn earned the victory on the
night. Hahn pitched 7.0 innings
and gave up three runs on three hits
and two errors. The Tigers were led
by Kyle Frank, Brad McCann and
Michael Johnson, who each had
two runs-batted-in on the evening.
Maine struck first in the game,
scoring three runs in the top of the
fourth innings. But Maine's lead
did not last long, as the Tigers

came right out with a big inning of
their own, tying the score at 3-3.
Clemson then took the lead in
the fifth inning, with Zane Green
and Ryan Hub scoring to give the
Tigers a 5-3 advantage. After
adding two more runs in the bottom
of the seventh to take a 7-3 lead,
Maine put together a big inning of
their own, responding with three
runs in the top of the eighth. After
Maine's Alain Picard singled to
drive in Aaron Young, Steve
Gambale scored on a throwing
error to cut the Tiger's lead to 7-5.
Picard later scored and brought
Maine to within one. However, the
Tigers scored a run in the bottom of
the eight and Paul "Hawk"
Harrelson earned the save for
Clemson.
On Friday night, Clemson won
the second game of the series 7-6.
Freshman pitcher Adam Walker
earned his first career win as a
Tiger, and Patrick Hogan earned
the save. Offensively, the Tigers
were led by Kyle Frank, who went
4-4 on the day and scored twice.
The Tigers pounced on the Black
Bears early, scoring three runs in
the bottom of the first inning.
Garrick Evans started the big
inning with a double to right, and
later scored after Black Bear third
baseman Joe Drapeau's throwing
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REGISTRATION FOR 2003 FALL SEMESTER BEGINS MARCH 31
REGISTRATION WINDOWS ARE BASED ON NEW CUID NUMBERS, NOT SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS.

ACCESS

REGISTRATION PHASE-IN

Encrance to registration is based on your academic
classification and CUID number. ID numbers are
phased in at half-hour intervals. You cannot register
earlier than your designated entry time.
Classification is established for all students on March
6, and is based on credits earned, plus enrolled credits
in the spting semester. Classification for new transfer
students is based on transfer credits posted to the
academic record as of March 6, plus enrolled credits
in the spring semester. You can verify your
classification by accessing SIS on the Web ot
mainframe computer. Freshmen have 0-29 credits;
sophomores 30-59; juniors 60-94; and seniors 95+.
Once your access window opens, you have three
options for registering:
• TigerWeb—tigerweb.clemson.edu
• SIS—on mainframe computer
• TigerLine—656-TIGR (8447)

MATERIALS
Your degree progress report, registration advising card,
and registration instructions will be available in your
major department by March 26. Students who changed
majors after Wednesday, March 5 will find their
registration materials in the department of their previous
major. Copies of the Summer/Fall 200i Schedule of
Classes will be in the Hendrix Center, Loggia, Brackett,
Edwards, and Tillman Halls by March 25. Up-to-date
course offerings can be found on TtgerWeb and SIS
mainframe. Your degree progress report can also be
viewed on TigerWeb or SIS mainframe.

REGISTRATION NOTES
Meet with your advisor as early as possible.
Advising is scheduled March 27-April 10. Record the
courses for which you plan to registet on the advising
card and have your advisor sign and keep one copy.
The othet is yours to use when registering.
You will need your userid and password.
If you need assistance, present a picture ID at the Help
Desk in M-l Martin Hall. If you are outside the
Clemson area, you may call the Help Desk at 864656-3494 for assistance.

PROTECT YOUR SCHEDULE!
Check TigerWeb or TigerLine before payment deadlines to verify that your fees have been satisfied.
Schedules will be cancelled if fees have not been
paid by 4:30 P.M. on the following dates:
Maymester
First Summer
Second Summer
Fall Semester

Monday, May 12,
Monday, May 19,
Tuesday, July ,
Thursday, August 14,

2003
2003
2003
2003

Last Three
Digits of
CU1D#

500-524
525-549
550-574
575-599
600-624
625-649
650-674
675-699
700-724
725-749
750-774
775-799
800-824
825-849
850-874
875-899
900-924
925-949
950-974
975-999
000-024
025-049
050-074
075-099
100-124
125-149
150-174
175-199
200-224
225-249
250-274
275-299
300-324
325-349
350-374
375-399
400-424
425-449
450-474
475-499

Graduate Students, Seniors, Honors,
Students with
Student Athletes,
Disabilities
Co-op
Mon., March 31
Tues., April 1

Juniors

Sophomores

Freshmen

Thurs., April 3

Mon., April 7

Wed., April 9

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:30A.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M..

9:00 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

12:00 NOON

12:00 NOON

12:00 NOON

9:30 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

12:30 P.M.

12:30 r.M.

12:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

1:30P.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M

11:00 A.M.

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

3:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

11:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

11:30 A.M.

12:00 NOON

4:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

12:00 NOON

12:00 NOON

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00P.M.

12:00 NOON

Mon., March 31

Wed., April 2

Fri., April 4

Tues., April 8

Wed., April 9

12:30 P.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

7:30 A.M.

12:30 P.M.

12:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

12:30 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

1:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

11 :30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

12:00 NOON

12:00 NOON

12:00 NOON

3:00 P.M.

12:30 P.M.

12:30 P.M.

12:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:00P..M.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

3:30 r.M.

3:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

error. Frank and Johnson later
scored to extend the Tigers' lead.
Maine came charging right back,
and gave the Tigers all they wanted. The Black Bears added two
runs in the top of the second inning
and another run in the top of the
third to tie the score. The Tigers
regained the lead in the third inning
off an RBI double from Frank and
Jeff Hourigan's first career homer,
but the Black Bears were still not
done. A half-inning later, Maine
again had tied the score at 5-5 after
Matt Livulpi and Steve Gambale's
RBI singles. After the Bears took a
one-run lead in the fifth inning, the
Tigers found themselves trailing 65. In the bottom of the sixth, the
Tigers scored the game's final runs,
taking a 7-6 lead after Hermann
Demmink drove in Roberto
Valiente and Colin Mahoney to
give Clemson the lead for good.
The next afternoon at Tiger
Field, Clemson completed their
sweep of the Black Bears with an
11-7 victory. It was a beautiful day
in Clemson as the Tigers improved
their win streak to 13 games.
Clemson improved their record to
16-3 with the win.
Tyler Lumsden, who has been
red-hot since the beginning of the
season, improved his record to 5-0.
Lumsden allowed three runs off six
hits in 5.2 innings. The Black Bears
again gave the Tigers a run early,
jumping out to a 2-0 lead in the
third inning before extending their
lead 3-0 in the fourth.
The Tigers responded quickly. In
the fifth inning, Green's infield single with the bases loaded scored
the first run of the day for the
Tigers, and Michael Johnson's
bases clearing double put the
Tigers ahead. The Tigers then
extended their lead to 7-3 with
doubles from McCann, Frank and
Hourigan.
Clemson extended their lead to
11-3 in the sixth. Maine rallied,
with four runs in the eighth inning,
but they came up short and Robert
Rohrbaugh got the save for the
Tigers.
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first career save.
On the offensive side, sluggers
like National Player of the Year
Khalil Greene and Clemson alltime home-run king Jeff Baker
have moved on to the next level.
This year, the offense burden falls
on the experienced shoulders of
fifth year senior Michael Johnson.
The All-American first basemen
came into the season just 14 home
runs shy of breaking Baker's
record of 59. Johnson hit .384 last
season with 25 home runs and 81
RBIs.
A major question mark coming
into the season was at the shortstop
position.
"We have to come up with a
consistent shortstop," said Leggett.
Junior Russell Triplett has
played the position nicely in the
past weeks. Triplett was on the AllACC second team as a utility player last year and will play shortstop
until further notice. Freshman
Herman Demmink is competing
for the spot and has seen limited
action thus far in this young 2003
season.
The immediate future looks
bright, but it certainly will not be
easy to make it back to the College
World Series. The Tigers will play
30 games this year against teams
that played in the 2002 NCAA
Tournament. Clemson did reel off
15 straight victories throughout the
month of March, but had that
streak snapped against Western
Carolina last Tuesday.
They begin the tough ACC
schedule today against North
Carolina State.
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Track team journeys to
nationals over break

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

Wartime woes overshadow tourney
With precision bombs hammering Baghdad every day now,
America was able to voice what
really matters with every calculated click of the TV remote control.
The score is just in: war is trouncing the NCAA Tournament. Billy
Packer cannot carry Wolf Blitzer's
microphone.
The "Road to the Final Four"
has been replaced by the "March
to Baghdad." TV ratings were up
400 percent for cable networks
devoting coverage to the conflict
with Iraq. The
audience is off 20
percent for early
telecasts of March
Madness.
Just to make
certain
that
Americans hunkered down on
the sofa understand the difference between what they're seeing
on CNN and ESPN, the Pentagon
has taken great care to announce
that this war is not some staged
reality show, and they've even
stated, I guess to clear it up, "This
is no video game."
What's frightening is the coverage of the war and hoops has
become so similar it blurs the line
between serious news and frivolous entertainment. Casualty
counts scrawl along the same bottom line that sports innovated for
up-to-the-minute scores. During
one of the news briefings from
Washington, an intrepid journalist
asked if President Bush was tuned
into the carnage to see how "Team
USA" was doing. He acted as if he
were some spectator donning
school colors while his alma

mater launched three-point shots.
War cast as shameless melodrama, however, is never more apparent than televisiom programming
is divided into four simultaneous
views of Baghdad at night. In this
way, viewers won't miss the next
fiery explosion aimed at Saddam
Hussein, much the way programming directors of the NCAA tourney scurry frantically from the
nail-biting conclusion of one firstround contest to another coach's
wife covering her eyes anxiously.
Maybe it is
time to start worrying
when
Pentagon spokeswoman Victoria
Clarke gives war
updates wearing a
pink, taupe and
pale blue sport
coat she apparently stole from the
back of Lefty Driesell's closet,
while Quin Snyder sports threads
so expensive they might make the
commander-in-chief envious.
The poets with laptops along
press row like to type that war is
no time for cheering and that
bloodshed always puts sports in
perspective. Yeah, right. If sports
had any perspective, then CBS
would not have paid $6 billion
(that's billion with a "b") for the
rights to swoon over string music
on the hardwood, and anchorman
Dan Rather would not be sitting
there during the network's war
updates with that pathetic "put me
in, coach" look on his face.
Think the loss of life by U.S.
troops in the Middle East will stop
the tears from flowing down the
cheeks of Kansas coach Roy

Williams during his final news
conference, after his Jayhawks
inevitably exit the tournament in
defeat? Don't count on it. The
NCAA had better have that box of
tissues ready.
As predictable and boring as an
opening-round romp by Kentucky
against hopeless underdogs, there
was an overwrought hand-wringing about whether the tournament
should be postponed or canceled
in time of war.
The only thing revealed by this
pointless debate was the arrogance of sports' own bloated selfimportance, as if folks might actually forget what the distraction
was and which scores really mattered.
Utah coach Rick Majerus went
so far as to admit he did not feel
much like playing hoops. Now, if
bombs over Baghdad had caused
Majerus to lose his appetite, that
would have been a news flash. To
play or not to play was a total
waste of consternation time that
Majerus would have better spent
in the buffet line, agonizing over
whether to choose the macaroniand-cheese or the lasagna.
It seems we can tell the difference between the programming on
ESPN and CNN after all.
Regardless of how loudly he
shouts, the words of Max
Kellerman do not carry the same
weight as the sound of 500 U.S.
missiles exploding.
The NCAA made the right call
in going on with The Show.
Zach Stratton is currently an undeclaredfreshman,
E-mail comments to
sports@TheTigerNews.com.

Clemson travels to Raleigh
for weekend series against
newly ranked State squad.
ANDREA MESSERVY

Staff Writer
The Clemson men's track and
field team opened competition
Friday, March 14, at the 2003 NCAA
Indoor Track and Field championship at the Randal Tyson Track
Facility at the University of
Arkansas. Clemson qualified four
individuals plus the 4x400-meter
relay team for the championships.
Six Tigers also earned All-America
Honors with Griffin, McDaniel,
Harper, Boiling, Cheney and Spain
all scoring for the Tigers.
Roy Cheney, Larry Griffin, Jacey
Harper, Otto Spain and the Tigers'
4x400 relay team of Harper, Michael
Boiling, Cheney and Spain each
posted qualifying marks for this
year's championship.
In the 60-meter dash, Griffin posted a season-best and personal-record
time of 6.66 seconds to qualify for
the
event
at
the
NCAA
Championships. Cheny tied his season-best time in the 60m hurdles
with a time of 7.92. Harper clocked a
season-best time of 21.12 in the
200m, also a provisional time. Spain
qualified in the 400m with a time of
46.63. The Tigers' 4x400m relay
team posted a provisional qualifying
time of 3:07.86 to advance to the
championships.
On day one of the NCAA championships Larry Griffin and Jacey
Harper competed in the preliminaries of the 60m dash, with Griffin
qualifying for the finals.
A junior from Greenville, Griffin

clocked a career-best time of 6.65 in
the 60m dash. His time moves him
into fourth on Clemson's all-time list
and qualified him for Saturday's
finals. Griffin was a member of the
2002 Tiger 4x100 relay team that
placed second in the nation at the
NCAA Outdoor Championships last
season.
Harper, a senior from Edinburgh,
Trinidad, posted a time of 6.80 in the
60m preliminaries. The AilAmerican also competed on
Saturday as a member of the 4x400m
relay team.
At the finals on Saturday, Griffin
placed eighth in the finals of the 60m
dash with a time of 6.73, earning his
second All-America honor. The
Tigers had had an Ail-American in
the 60m three of the last four years.
Terrance McDaniel also claimed
his first Ail-American title with a
sixth-place finish in the high jump.
McDaniel cleared 6 feet 11.75 inches (2.13 meters) to score for
Clemson, and became the second
Tiger high jumper to earn indoor AllAmerica honors in as many years.
In the 4x400m relay, Jacey Harper,
Michael Boiling, Roy Cheney and
Otto Spain placed seventh with a
time of 3:08.92 to each earn AllAmerica status. The 1,600m relay
team is the fifth to earn All-America
honors for Clemson since 1994, and
recorded the third fastest time at the
NCAA Championships in school
history. Only the 1999 National
Championship team (3:07.80) and
the 1995 fifth-place team (3:07.34)
posted faster times in the 4x400 at
the NCAA Championships.
The Tigers opened their 2003 outdoor season Saturday, March 22, at
the Clemson Relays at the Rock
Norman Track Complex in Clemson.
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ESPN0C Conference schedule begins against Wolfpack
top Zj

1. Rice
2. Arizona State
3. Georgia Tech
4. Cal state Fullerton
5. Florida State
6. Baylor
7. Stanford
8. Aurburn
9. Long each State
10. Mississippi State
11. Texas
12. Richmond
13. Clemson
14. Miami
15. Florida
16. Alabama
17. South Carolina
18. LSU
19. Nebraska
20. Texas Tech
21. North Carolina State
22. Wake Forrest
23. Texas A&M
24. Arizona
25. Tulane

ROY WELSH

Assistant Sports Editor

451

Career wins Clemson
head baseball coach Jack Leggett
has while at Clemson University.
Leggett earned his 450th win on
Saturday when the Tigers defeated
Maine 11-7.

24

Seasons Boston Red Sox
outfielder Rickey Henderson has
played in the Major Leagues.

23

Times Michael Johnson has
been walked this season.

say what?
"When you change teams, you
feel like you have something to
prove. The beginning is strange."
-Former Atlanta Brave and current New York Met Tom Glavine
on his new home with the Mets.
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Clemson travels to Kingston
for weekend series against
newly ranked State squad.

\
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STANDINGS
Conf. ( 3verall
Team
20-0
Ga. Tech 3-0
25-4
4-2
FSU
21-5
MC State 2-1
16-7
2-1
UNC
15-7
4-2
Wake
13-8
3-3
Virginia
16-3
Clemson 0-0
12-13
0-3
Duke
5-15
Maryland 0-6

This weekend, the Clemson
men's baseball team will travel to
Kingston, N.C., to face the 16th
ranked NC State Wolfpack for a
three game series. NC State is having to play its home games away
from their normal home of Doak
Field while the stadium is undergoing renovations this year.
The series will be both the Tigers'
and the Pack's first in conference
play. The Tigers are coming off a 73 victory against rival Georgia, and
will look to gain some momentum
as they will face the meat of their
schedule in the coming months.
With the Atlantic Coast Conference
standing as one of the premier college baseball conferences yet again,
it will be crucial for the Tigers to get
off to a good start.
After getting off to a good start in
non-conference play, it will be crucial for the Tigers to prove themselves against the nation's top
teams, and NC State's No. 16 ranking will present the Tigers with a
chance to test its young pitching
staff.
It would be fair to say that
Clemson's team of 2002 had no
FULL EXTENSION: Outfielder Ryan Hub knocks a line drive for a base hit on Saturday against Maine.
weak links, but the Tigers could
never be sure of how their pitchers try.
would perform. Although the staff
Hopefully the Tiger staff can
Zane
~
of 2003 is young, it looks like it improve throughout the year and
Green
could be a great one by
lead the Tigers back
the end of the year. Tyler
to Omaha. But this
UP NEXT
Lumsden is 5-0 as a
weekend will not be
Height: 5'10"
starter for the year, and NC State
easy. The Tigers will
Pos: OF
freshman Jason Berken Friday
have to shut down a
has been a pleasant sur- 7:30 p.m.
team that took two of
prise, jumping out to a 3three
games from
TV: None
Notes: Zane leads the
0 start. Both are expected RADIO: 104.9 FM
perennial
baseball
Tigers with a .368 batto start games during this
powerhouse Florida
ting average
weekend's series with the
State last weekend.
Pack. However, the staff has not yet Colt Morton, starting catcher for
faced the heavy competition they NC State, was named ACC Player
have coming for the rest of the sea- of the Week last week.
son.
Morton was 7-15 with five RBIs
An old adage of baseball says that in four games last week, and cerpitching wins championships. If the tainly adds to the Pack's offensive
Tiger pitchers are able to get out to prowess.
a good start this weekend, there is
Friday's game will begin at 7:30
no reason why the staff could not p.m., and Saturday's and Sunday's
become one of the best in the coun- game's will both start at 1:30 p.m.

DAV10 KAUVassistant photo editor

The journey to the World Series begins
The Clemson Decision
It's definitely been a dream come true. Last
year, I didn't even know where I was going to
college until the end of my
year. I came down here on my
visit, and I liked what I saw
right away. The next day I
signed. I had high expectations
for myself coming in, and took
the starting role.
Coach (Leggett) gave me the
chance to play. I am just trying
to do what I can. Coming into it, I knew that
I would have the chance to play with the best
players in the nation and also play against the
best players in the nation. The facilities here

are unlike anything I have ever seen before.
The thing I like the most is you can tell the
coaches care. I could tell they would give
effort 24-7. The atmosphere is
great here.
Change in Latitudes
When I was a freshman in
high school, my goal was
always to play at a Division I
program down south. It (moving) was a lot harder than I
thought it would be. It was always my goal to
come down south and play year round, but
being far away from home was definitely
something I had to adjust to. I feel like I

adjusted pretty well, and I love it here. The
weather is awesome.
Leggett's Intensity
All three of our coaches have intensity. I
love that. Intensity is something you have to
have on a coaching staff. The coaches work
well together, and we have the same attitude
in practice as we do in games. You have to
bust your tail every day. Coach expects 100
percent from you all the time. It's a really
great coaching staff. They are hard on you,
but if you want to keep winning, you have to
listent. Coach Leggett has obviously found a
way to win. No one likes losing, but these
coaches take it personally.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Men's and Women's Track
at Raleigh Relays, Friday, All Day

h.
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Women's Rowing
at Kansas State & Iowa, Saturday, Ml Day
Women's tennis

On the run!

at Maryland, Saturday. 11 JO am.

W

► Leggett's alma mater
falls to a tough Tiger
baseball team. Page 17

Men's Baseball
at NC State, All Weekend

Baseball team bounces back against Dawgs
Coach JackLeggett improves
to 9-0 against Georgia at
Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
MEGAN CULPEPPER
Staff Writer
The Clemson Tigers rebounded
from their loss at Western Carolina
with a 7-3 win over one of their
biggest rivals the Georgia Bulldogs.
With a Wednesday night crowd of
over 4,000 in the stands, the Tigers
did not have to do much to get the
fans on their feet. Playing Georgia
was an automatic incentive to make
some noise.
The two teams have met 200 times
since 1900. This takes the rivalry to
one of the oldest. Last year the teams
met twice, splitting the series. This
season the Tigers hoped to take both
games. One down, one to go. Coach
Leggett is now 13-6 against Georgia
and undefeated in the nine games
played at Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
Steve Jackson earned the win after
pitching seven strong innings for the
Tigers. With this win, he tied his
career high. Giving up only one run
off of two hits, he struck out five.
Georgia starter Paul Lubrano started
out strong but tired easily. After giving up two earned runs in the fourth
inning, he was credited with the loss
for the Bulldogs and fell to 2-3 on the
season.
With the Clemson defense as
strong as ever, the offense had to be

equally as strong. Leading the Tigers
with 20 RBIs this season was Kyle
Frank. Though he had a number of
appearances at the plate, Frank only
saw a few in the strike zone. The
Georgia pitching staff chose to walk
Frank in response to his early season
tear. When asked about not seeing a
decent pitch, Frank said that he felt
respected by his opponents. "They
know what I can do and what I am
capable of."
The Tigers kept the Dawgs from
getting close to scoring early on
when Frank dove to prevent a
grounder from sneaking by into center field. It did not remain scoreless
for long however, Brad McCann hit a
double in the fourth inning plating
Russell Triplet! This was McCann's
10th double of the season. McCann
was later brought home by Frank's
single.
Michael Johnson added to the
Tiger's lead in the sixth inning.
Georgia also chose to treat Johnson
much like they treated Frank at the
plate, providing him very few pitches to hit all evening. He led off the
evening with one of two walks he
had on Wednesday. McCann followed with a single to right field. Jeff
Hourigan then advanced McCann
and Johnson with a sacrifice bunt.
Once again Frank was intentionally
walked. With the bases loaded, Ryan
Hub layed down what was supposed
to be a sacrifice bunt. Georgia did not
respond fast enough to even make a
play at first, though, as Johnson

scored increasing Clemson's lead to
4-0.
Starting in the seventh inning,
Georgia finally got warmed up. Josh
Smith doubled to left center and
picked up an RBI. Smith had
Georgia's only two hits against
Jackson all night.
Clemson responded with a rally of
their own in the bottom of the seventh inning. Herman Demmink singled up the middle and later stole
second after battling with the
Georgia pitcher. Zane Green walked
and was followed by Triplett's single
up the middle. Demmink finally
scored while Johnson was preparing
to be walked once again. McCann
followed with another single to right,
driving in Green to pick up an RBI.
The Tiger bats stayed hot as
Clemson scored three runs in the last
two innings. After battling with the
pitcher, Mahoney finally got out of
his recent slump by ripping a hit
clear to center. Up close to the wall,
Mahoney's hit brought in Frank taking the lead to 7-1. Georgia came
back in the ninth and scored twice
making the final score 7-3.
Clemson will hit the road this
weekend to start a series with North
Carolina State for their first conference games of the season. The first
pitch is set for 7 p.m. in Kinston,
N.C.
The series will kick off the ACC
schedule for Clemson, which is currently the only team that has not
played a conference game.

DAVID KAUCassistam photo editor

THE WIND UP: Junior right-hander Steven Jackson earned the win on
Wednesday to improve to 2-1. He also hadfive strikeouts.

Golf slips to second in Tigers on road back to Omaha
Statesboro tournament
Michael Johnson and
Tyler Lumston lead Tigers
in 2003.

D.J. Trahan and Jack
Ferguson tiefor second in
individual competition.

NICK CONGER
Staff Writer

TONY BROERING
Staff Writer
The Clemson golf team, the No.
1 ranked team in college golf, finished second at the E-Z-Go
Schenkel Invitational in Statesboro,
Ga., over the weekend. Four out of
five Tigers finished under par for
the tournament, with top-ranked
D.J. Trahan and Jack Ferguson
leading the way at 6-under-par,
tying for second individually. The
Tigers finished with a 17-under-par
score of 847 for the tournament,
second only to the Wake Forest
Demon Deacons, who finished at
844. For the extremely consistent
Tigers, it marked the eighth time in
nine tournaments that they have
finished either first or second.
The low scorer for the Tigers in
the opening round on Friday was
Gregg Jones, who shot a 69.
Following close behind were D.J.
Trahan and Matt Hendrix with 70s.
Jack Ferguson shot an even par 72,
while freshman Brian Duncan,
playing in his first ever collegiate
stroke play tournament, opened
with at 75. With the top four players scoring for the Tigers, the team
shot a 281, 7-under par.
On the following day, Jack
Ferguson led the way with the best
round of the tournament by a Tiger
golfer, shooting a 5-under-par 67.
Ferguson, however, was the only
Tiger under par. D.J. Trahan finished at even-par 72, Gregg Jones
shot a 73, while Brian Duncan and
Matt Hendrix shot 74 and 75
SEE GOLF, PAGE 13

A LITTLE RIGHT: Tiger golfer Ben
Duncan wills his shot with a slight
body lean.

After a successful 2002 campaign, the Clemson baseball
team looks to build on that foundation, despite loosing key offensive weapons in the off season.
"I think the strength of this
team is team chemistry," said
head coach Jack Leggett, who is
in his 10th year here. "Everyone
has got to believe and everyone
has got to be involved as one. If
we can do that, we have a chance
to have a strong and tough team
to beat. We will have a little more
speed and our pitching depth is
going to be good from top to bottom."
The Tigers are counting on
pitching and defense this year to
carry the team back to Omaha.
This mentality differs drastically
from last season, when the Tigers
relied on the big bats.
"We will still have a little bit
of pop," said Leggett. "Maybe
not as much home run power, but
we will still be able to play
defense."
Sophomore
lefty
Tyler
Lumsden looks to lead the way
on the mound this year. He
pitched a number of innings out
of the bullpen last season, but is
looking to fill a consistent starting roll this spring. Junior Steven
Jackson finished off 2002 strong
with a 6-1 overall record. Coach
Leggett placed him on the mound
for the third game of the season.
Though Clemson lost at Auburn
that afternoon, the Tigers are

slant pholo editor

EYES ON THE PRIZE: Senior Michael Johnson takes fielding practice
Saturday. His return improved the Tiger's chances ofgetting to Omaha.
looking forward to seeing
Jackson blossom into a formidable starter. Jackson throws hard,
but the coaching staff is closely
monitoring his control, as it has
been shaky in previous stints.
The pitching staff has 11 new
additions in 2003. Most notable
is freshman prospect Kris
Harvey. Harvey was named the
15th best prospect in the nation

by Baseball America. Kevin
O'Sullivan, Clemson's pitching
coach seemed most impressed
with Harvey's fastball.
It did not take long for Leggett
to use his new prospect, as
Harvey pitched three innings
against Auburn in the second
game of the season to earn his
SEE ROAD, PAGE 17

st over two weeks ago, the United States
government and its allied forces began
Operation Iraqi Freedom in the Middle East,
pushing up another wave of already mounting
controversy from all over the globe about war in
Iraq. A select few of the people making their
opinions heard are those of star-studded
Hollywood, who are using the high status that
they receive from media attention to voice their
own political stance.

continued on page 6
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Festivals inspire a greater appreciation for outdoors •
SISSY McKEE
Staff Writer
The Banff Mountain Film
Festival has been celebrating landscapes, adventure and stories from
around the globe for the past 27
years.
The Mental Health
Association of Greenville County
is presenting the Banff Mountain
Film Festival for its second year on
Tuesday, April 1, at McAlister
Auditorium at Furman University.
The festival began in 1976 with
450 people in the audience waiting
to see 10 films in the mountains of
Banff, in Alberta Canada. Today,
the festival has audiences of 8,000
with 29 countries submitting over
260 films to the competition. The
Banff Centre, home of the festival,
believes in the teaching element of
the films: "Mountains are powerful
teachers and the stories these films
tell are inspiring, exciting and
exhilarating — whether you're a
professional mountaineer, a weekend warrior or an armchair adventurer." The Centre's mission is "to
promote understanding and appreciation of the world's mountain
places by creating opportunities for
people to share - and find inspiration in - mountain experiences,
ideas and visions." The center does
its best to accomplish these goals
by sending the top films from the
festival on a global tour of over 200

cities in 25 countries; of which,
Greenville is the only city in South
Carolina that hosts the film festival.
According to the Banff Centre,
55 percent of the global film
screenings act as a fundraiser for a
community cause, a non-profit
organization, or an outdoor program. In 2002, the Mental Health
Association of Greenville County
presented the films as a supplemental fund-raiser to their established
annual benefit Cajun Crawl. The
Mental Health Association board
dedicated two years of perseverance to bring the Banff Film
Festival to Greenville and all of
their hard work will pay off again
next Tuesday at McAlister
Auditorium when 11 films are presented to the community. Jennifer
Hunley, the Director of Marketing
and Development, headed up the
first world tour stop in Greenville,
SC last year and has dedicated herself to increasing the attendance at
least three fold in 2003.
Films ranging in topic from
remote mountain cultures to daredevil adolescents will be presented
Tuesday evening. "The Second
Step: Warren MacDonald's Epic
Journey to Federation Peak," the
2002 Grand Prize winner, is the
inspiring story of a committed
environmentalist and outdoor
adventure guide who loses both of
his legs after being pinned in a

rockfall for two days before rescuers arrived. Many believed he
would not climb again, but one
year later, MacDonald and friends
set out to claim Tasmania's
Federation Peak, one of Australia's
most remote peaks. Renowned
rock climber Timmy O'Neill turns
Denver and Boulder, Colorado into
his own personal climbing gym.
"Front Range Freaks — Urban
Ape" is the winner of 2002 Best
Short Film category as fellow
climber Peter Mortimer follows
O'Niell as he explores his
"uncanned vision of what climbing
means to him." A more unusual
sport featured on last years film list
is also on Tuesday's list: unicycling. Except in 2003, the unicyclist takes his one-wheeled mayhem to the snow. "White Trax," a
2002 Special Jury Prize recipient,
features unicyclist Kris Holms taking on moguls, snow boarding
parks, and backcountry terrain.
The other films that will be featured on Tuesday include: intense
rock and mixed ice climbing in
Canada, an amazing 16-year-old
ski-racing champion, the world's
top kayakers plunging into the
globes biggest waterscapes, mountain biking mayhem, and unbelievable paragliding acrobatics. The
film list is definitely high adrenaline.
The proceeds from tickets go to

fund
the
Mental
Health
Association
of Greenville
County's
community
programs and
services. The
mission of the
Mental
Health
Association
of Greenville
County is to
overcome the
"misunderstanding and
discrimination that con- GREAT OUTDOORS: The Banff Mt. film festival will show
tinues to bind "Escape Over the Himalayas " at Tuesday's showing.
people with
Health
Association.
mental illnesses" and to educate the Mental
community about the importance of The Banff Mountain Film Festival
mental health. Some of the pro- will begin at 7:00 p.m. April 1 at
grams include CRISISline and Furman University's McAlister
TEENline, 24-hour hotlines, for Auditorium. Advance tickets are
those who are struggling with life's $10.00 for adults, $7.00 for chilchoices. "I'm Thumbody" is an dren (12 and under), students (with
educational program presented to valid school ID) and seniors. The
first grade public school class- day of the show all tickets will be
rooms in the community to increase $12.00. Tickets are available at any
TicketMaster
outlet
children's self-esteem. MHAGC Publix
has been fighting to achieve victory (www.TicketMaster.com),
Half
over mental illness since the mid- Moon Outfitfefs in Greenville, SC,
1950s which is just one if the 300 Timmons Arena box office or by
country wide non-profit and non- calling Jennifer Hunley Conway at
governmental links of the National (864)467-3598. ©
COURTESY OF J0ERG ARNOLD

in
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!
CLEMS0N UNIVERSITY
McKissick Theatre
8:00pm Tuesday
April 1,2003
FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*
*Students may pick up
complimentary passes in the
Hendrix Student Center and
Union Info Desks 8am-5pm,
M-F; Underground Desk,
11am-11pm, M-F

In Theaters April 4*

Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.

Arrive Early! Seating is first come, first served!
THE TIGER G http://www.TheTigerNews.com
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Canines go for the gold
RENEE RILEY

Staff Writer
Barks, yips, but hopefully no
snarls will fill the air today as spectators of the Clemson community
come together for the first annual
Doggy Olympics. Hosted by the
Clemson Pre-Veterinary Club, this
event is the first of its kind in
Clemson. The whole spectacle is
expected to take place on the intramural fields today.
The competitors are an array of
students and community members
who will compete to see who has the
gold-medal canine. The dogs will
participate in a variety of events
which will include a relay race,
scavenger hunt, skits and dress-alike
contests. The events are all meant to
be fun and interactive so it doesn't
create an overly competitive atmos-

phere. One of the event organizers,
Kimberly Ellis, said that "the experience is meant to entertaining for
everyone involved."
People have been signing up to
participate, and the response from
the students and community has
been encouraging. Competitors are
looking forward to sharing the talents of their animals while at the
same time many people are planning
on attending the event just to see the
show. Non-competitors are encouraged to bring their pets to view the
entertainment although event organizers have said that any dogs that
cannot behave will be asked to leave
the premises immediately.
In addition to the events that the
dogs will compete in, the Pre-Vet
Club has invited local K-9 units to
attend the event and educate interested people on the tasks and

upkeep of the four-legged police
officer. The working dogs will also
have a chance to show off their welltuned skills as they perform demonstrations.
Retired racing greyhounds are
also expected to be present. The
organization that provides these
dogs alerts people to the abuse and
degradation that the dogs endure
within the ruthless racing industry.
They will also be on hand to tell
people who are interested how they
can adopt a retired greyhound.
Not meant to rival the grace and
prestige of anything like the
Westminster Dog Show, the
Clemson Doggy Olympics are sure
to be a small town treat for all. All
proceeds of the event will go to the
Clemson University Pre-Vet Club
and the Oconee County ASPCA. ©
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achieve new balance -

0W OPEN!
Need new sport shoes? We're talking about sport shoes that really fit your foot. You know - wide, narrow, short, long. Then head
down to New Balance of Greenville. For years, New Balance has been known for making the world's best fitting and most
comfortable sport shoes. Now Greenville has a store - the only store - that specializes in the newest and best-selling footwear
and apparel from New Balance, Imagine - wide and narrow widths in every shoe style in stock. Even for kids. From AA up to
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BY: RENEE RILEY

In December of 1994, Joycelyn
Elders lost her position as U.S.
Surgeon General. In the year
in which she served in this office,
her controversial positions on
issues like medical marijuana,
abortion rights and condom distribution in schools kept her in
hot water with conservatives.
You might be wondering what
this has to do with sex. Well, it
was not until her statement
"Masturbation is part of human
sexuality and a part of something
that perhaps should be taught"
that she crossed the proverbial
line. I guess the conservatives
who demanded her resignation
were worried about their children
morphing into blind, hairypalmed freaks. Maybe they
should have been shopping for a
brand new television to replace
their old wooden tabletop radios
(the programs just aren't what
they used to be). But I digress.
What is it about masturbation
that makes people so squeamish?
To quote another of its biggest
defenders (Woody Allen, go figure), "Hey, don't knock masturbation. It's sex with someone I
love." He must have agreed that
Dr. Elders was onto something.
Masturbation is certainly a
healthy, safe and satisfying alternative to the "regular" kind.
But, why teach it in schools?
Don't most people just figure
things out naturally? There is no
way to know for sure what the
percentage is of people who take
things into their own hands without any kind of prompting, but it
is definitely not 100 percent —
especially for women. In fact,
only 50-60 percent of women
admit to having tried it at all, but
who knows how accurate that
statistic really is?
It makes sense that men
engage in more masturbation
than women, if for no other reason than the ease with which
they can do it. Their anatomy is
far more conducive to exploration and successful manipulation. They also have more

opportunity to familiarize themselves with their anatomy in a
non-sexual way. And we all
know that familiarity leads to
two things: comfort and contempt, which could explain
men's tendency to refer to masturbation as spanking or beating.
It seems that, for men, beginning
masturbation is almost an
instinctual rite of passage from
childhood to adolescence.
Women are far more bashful
about getting to know their physiology in this most intimate of
ways. This is also logical, due to
complicated arrangement of their
parts and the simple fact that
female sex organs are less visually accessible. In a way, this can
be viewed as a disadvantage
because there is no reason that
women should not enjoy all the
pleasurable opportunities their
bodies provide. Knowing your
body can only lead to a healthier
and happier sex life when a partner is introduced into the equation. This is especially true for
women, only a small percentage
of whom can achieve orgasm
through vaginal intercourse
alone. It's far more difficult for a
man to please a woman who cannot point him in the right direction.
Luckily, we live in an age of
information. It is easier than
ever to gain access to facts,
instructional resources and even
enhancing aids to help everyone,
men and women alike, to become
more comfortable with their own
sexuality. And, best of all, these
materials can all be accessed
anonymously,
through the
Internet. One of the best places
to get started is www.mypleasure.com, which features educational resources, quizzes, articles, shopping and a whole lot
more, all in one stop.
So, whether you have a partner
in crime or you're stuck going it
alone, there is no reason why you
should not have an exciting and
fulfilling sex life. ®

6E. Women's sizes up to 13. Men's Sizes up to 16 - in stock. Styles for running, walking, basketball, outdoor and fitness.

V

M587NV
> Stability/Motion
Control

M1022NC
Cushioning

College is in your plans.
You've got the brains to see
it through. And thanks to the
Army National Guard, you
also have a way to pay for it
all with the Montgomery Gl
Bill,Tuition Assistance and
extra state benefits. Most
Guard members serve one
weekend a month and two
weeks a year, so you'll still
have time for friends and
family. A degree is waiting for
you. So join the team that
will help you get it In the
Army National Guard,
YOU CAN!

W801SG
Trail

W9S1GR
Cushioning
V. '

new balance
GREENVILLE

Introducing New Balance Greenville. More sizes. More widths. More New Balance
NEW BALANCE GREENVILLE
884 Woods Crossing near Haywood Mall
ywood Road next to Circuit City
,m. until 7 p.m. Monday through Friday
i a.m. until 6 p.m. Saturday, 1 until 5 p.m. Sunday

64-627-9440

*10 OFF

SOUTH
CAROLINA

YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF $50 OR MORE
800-GO-GUARD
,■:,„ ,.,,.„..,!,- ..i.k.,:.„Kc i,™,.
ires 04/30/2003

new balance
,„„, , ,

I

800-GO-GUARD.com
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Grammy award-winning artists
are a highlight of One World Week
KUCKU VARGHERE

Staff Writer
Surabhi, a non-profit student organization at Clemson
University that seeks to promote awareness of Indian art
forms, celebrates its 10th anniversary on Sunday, March
30, 2003. This event will be highlighted with the creme
de la creme of Indian classical music: The famous duo
of "Shankar and Gingger" on the double violins and
Ustad Zakir Hussain on the tabla.
Shankar, widely known as an acclaimed vocalist, violinist, composer and producer, has sold over ten million
albums. He played his first concert at the age of seven
and has never stopped since! Though he received his initial training in the traditional form of Carnatic music (a
south Indian form of Indian classical music), he soon
transcended conventional boundaries. He has successfully experimented with not only Hindustani music, the
north Indian counterpart of Carnatic music, but with
Western forms of music as well. The Double Violin,
designed by Shankar and built by Ken Parker, covers the
entire range of the orchestra's double bass, cello, viola
and violin. Shankar and virtuoso Gingger are the only
musicians that have mastered and currently play the
double violin. Shankar has also worked on many soundtracks including the Grammy award-winning "The Last
Temptation of Christ," for which he co-wrote 13 of the
tracks with Peter Gabriel.
Gingger, an extraordinarily gifted virtuoso violinist,
singer and songwriter, has been touring all over the
world for the past six years as a member of the pop duo
"Shankar & Gingger." She has had coaching from her
mother and grandfather, as well as extensive training in
classical Indian violin, opera, western classical music,
piano and pop and world music. Gingger has developed
a musical style all her own, yet one that encompasses all
of these genres and creative experiences. Shankar and
Gingger's first release in the DVD-Audio format presents the music in stunning six channel surround sound.
"One in a Million" became the number one DVD in the
country, spending four weeks at number one on the U.S.
Soundscan/Billboard charts.
Tabla is a drum-pair consisting of a bass drum and a
treble drum. It is widely used in all forms of Indian
music, both as an accompanying instrument and for solo
performances. One of the leading exponents of the tabla
today is Zakir Hussain. A classical tabla virtuoso of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF SURABHI

CULTURAL SOUND: Indian musicians Shankar and
Gingger will perform Sunday in Tdlman Hall in a concert sponsored by Surabhi.
highest order, he is not only considered a national treasure in his own native country, India, but has also gained
worldwide fame. Zakir Hussain received the distinct
honor of co-composing the opening music for the 1996
Summer Olympics in Atlanta. He was also commissioned to compose music for San Francisco's premiere
contemporary ballet company, Lines, and to compose an
original work for the San Francisco Jazz Festival, both
in 1998. In 1988, he became the youngest percussionist
to ever be awarded the title of "Padma Shri" by the
Indian government, a title given to civilians of merit.
Hussain is also the recipient of the 1999 National
Heritage Fellowship, the United States' most prestigious
honor for a master in the traditional arts. In 1992,
"Planet Drum," an album co-created and produced by
Zakir and Mickey Hart, was awarded a Grammy for
Best World Music Album.
The concert will be held on Sunday at 4 p.m. in
Tillman Hall auditorium. Tickets for students are only
five dollars. It is recommended to try and purchase tickets in advance from the Union Box Office to ensure a
spot. During intermission, traditional Indian food will
also be available for purchase. For further details on the
program, logonto http://www.clemson.edu/~surabhi or
send an e-mail to surabhi@clemson.edu. ©

Looking for a great, part-time
summer job?
Campus Dining Services is looking for qualified
candidates to fill some select positions at the
Madren Conference Center.

On Saturday, March 29, tickets
for Fleetwood Mac go on sale at
the Bi-Lo Center. The concert
will be on Sunday, June 1. At 11
a.m., a ticket lottery will take
place at all Ticketmaster outlets
and at the Bi-Lo Center Box
Office. Tickets will go on sale at
noon, and there is an eight ticket
limit.
The Miss Clemson pageant
will take place tonight at 7 p.m.
in the Brooks Center. The winner
of this pageant will go on to
compete in the Miss South
Carolina and possibly the Miss
America Scholarship pageant.
"The Waverly Gallery,"
directed by Clemson's own Chip
Egan will be showing from
March 15th through March 29th
at the Warehouse Theatre in
Greenville. Tickets are $22.50,
and $ 15 student tickets are available the day of the show. To

order tickets, call 235-6948 or
visit their webpage to order
online @ www.warehousetheatre.com.
Solid State recording artists,
Norma Jean and Stretch Arm
Strong with Honor Pilot Round
the Sun will be performing in
Charleston at the South Carolina
Music Farm on March 28.
Tickets are $7, doors open at 8
p.m. and the show begins at 9
p.m. For more information call
843-722-8904 or email management@musicfarm.com.
Hootie and the Blowfish will
be performing May 2 at 7 p.m. at
the Peace Center for the
Performing arts in Greenville at
their outdoor Amphitheater.
Tickets are $40; to order tickets
call 1-800-888-7768 or order
online at www.peacecenter.org.

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no telling
what you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

These positions include:
- Grill Cooks
- Catering Waitstaff
- Seasons by the Lake Waitstaff
- Beverage Cart Attendants
** Some of these jobs begin immediately **
If you are interested, please attend our SUMMER JOB
FAIR on Thursday, April 3rd from 2-5 pm in
Meeting Room 3 of the Madren Conference Center.
Staff will be available to accept your application and
conduct your interview on the spot!

United States Air Force applied
technology is years ahead of what
you'll touch in the private sector, and
as a new engineer you'll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments.
You'll begin leading and managing
within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out what's waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
Air Force today. To request more
information, call 1-800-423-USAF
or log on to airforce.com.

Bring a friend and get a jump start on your
summer with Campus Dining!
*♦*

CLEMSON
DINING

SERVICES
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or think you might be?
Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

Director debuts on Southern screen
that has been shown within the context of the gay and lesbian cinema.
It follows a transvestite's search for
The 27th year of Southern the meaning or feeling of love.
Circuit ended Wednesday night Quite controversial on the conserwith a series of unique films by vative "Southern Circuit" route, it
director Cathy Lee Crane. was a refreshing awakening to the
Southern circuit is an annual tour- difficult journey that many travel in
People in the audience
ing and showcasing program of life.
independent filmmakers. A special squirmed and coughed at the erotic
aspect of the Southern Circuit nature of the piece but Crane's
fragmented idea
series is that at
was oddly strong,
every screening
of every movie ••••••••' •••*••••• especially with
the way in which
the director is
present to introQuite controversial on she disjointed the
voice of the charduce the film and
the conservative
acters from their
answer any ques"Southern
bodies.
tions that the
The
second
audience
may
Circuit"route, it was
and third films,
have. Crane was
a refreshing awaken"Sketches After
one of six filmHalle"
and
makers to screen
ing to the difficult
"White
City,"
her
film
on
journey that many
were interesting
Clemson's camtravel in life."
in contrast and
pus this year.
content. The first
Crane earned
featured a monother degree in Fine
onous voice that
Arts from San
narrated
the
Francisco State
University and is currently teach- entire sequence of images while the
ing at Ithaca College in New York. second centered on a soundless
Much of her work was influenced character. According to Crane, her
by the extended time she spent liv- films attempt to look at the future
ing in New York City. This influ- through the past and present.
ence was apparent in the black and "History-making is not linear ...
white scheme that dominated the the past and present share a common future that can be learned
four films that showed here.
The first film, "Not for Nothin'," from," Crane speculates.
The final film, "The Girl from
the longest of the four, was a film
h
RENEE RILEY

Staff Writer

I

Marseilles," is a fragmentary piece
that is influenced by the story of a
girl named Nadja that the audience
never sees. She is remembered
through the man she met in France
and his recollections of their
encounter. Crane commented on
the piece by saying that it was
meant to be fragmentary and illogical. According to Crane editing,
which creates the fragmentary finished product, it is "the most powerful part of filmmaking, it brings
two things that don't belong together into relationship."
The stark black and white images
that Crane uses throughout all of
her films add to the melancholy
nature of the films and the loneliness of her characters. When asked
about the desolation of her films,
Crane replied that living in New
York City during the 1980s and
during the height of the AIDS outbreak created a sense of "devastating emptiness." She compared this
emptiness to the World Trade
Center bombings as a source of
emptiness and desolation for our
generation.
Overall, Crane's films were an
illogical array of images that concluded the Southern Circuit series
on something of an unfamiliar note.
The entire series has been a strong
definition of independent films and
individuality. Although the schedule is not set for next year, it is certain that the series will continue
into the fall. ©

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

r~

Dayna's
Spaghetti Pizza

1 box thin spaghetti
2 jars spaghetti sauce ('Ragu' marinara is best)
1 package shredded mozzarella cheese
2 eggs
1 cup of milk
sliced pepperoni (optional)
Cook and drain spaghetti. Beat eggs with milk.
Put spaghetti back in the pot it was cooked in.
Pour in egg and milk mixture and mix well. Spread
the spaghetti in a Pyrex dish (round or rectangular
will do). Pour sauce over the spaghetti and sprinkle the shredded cheese and pepperoni on top.
Bake in oven until brown and bubbly.
Courtesy ofwww.aboutcollege.com.
AN EVENING WITH

10LL1N5

APRIL 1 - 8PM SHARP
AGES 16+ WELCOME

400 WESTTREMONT AVE- CHARLOTTE NC
r~~->
1 I HCKEIS»V*llABl£M7METREM0NIMUSICH*UAII0AliTlCK£TMASia0im£rS.(mUN£»TCCC0M.
ECt Tickets Ht ICCCII 01! CHARGE BY PHOfrtAT 803.783.2222. All bates, actvanatktotsmi tul^tocliant««ttlio«tnM)<».
Atennc»cfcargeisadd«dtc«achBcket A Ck» Channel E*»nt.
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Though these Hollywooders are rightly exercising their first amendment rights and
have justified reasons for their stance, the
place and time that some celebrities have
chosen to endorse their views is not always
appropriate. Because of this, several
Hollywood stars have recently thrown themselves into the middle of raging storms of
criticism and controversy, and possibly placed
themselves on Hollywood's "blacklist."
As tensions have risen over the past
year, celebrities have maintained a firmer
stance on their opinions of the war. During
the last half of 2002, legendary singer Barbra
Streisand, a registered Democrat, made comments in a speech at a Democratic fund-raising gala where she openly opposed President
George W. Bush by criticizing his administration and claiming that he was "frightening."
In November of last year, Sean Perm,
who made a name for himself in such movies
as "Dead Man Walking" and "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High," published a letter to Bush
in the Washington Post stating, "That bombing is answered by bombing, mutilation by
mutilation, killing by killing, is a pattern that
only a great country like ours can stop." The
following month Penn also decided to travel
around Iraq for a few days on a mission to
"produce a different understanding of this
frightening conflict." Following this journey
into Iraq, many people questioned the authority Penn maintained as a "diplomat" to other
countries.
Another message that was sent by
Hollywood celebrities to Washington was a
letter written and signed by over 100 entertainers, diplomats, politicians and war veter-
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ans. Entertainers that signed their John •
Hancock to the letter included Martin Sheen
(leader of a silent protest in Los Angeles on
Wednesday), Lily Tomlin, Jessica Lange,"
Helen Hunt, Susan Sarandon, Mike Farrell
and Tony Shalhoub. The letter, written just
before the onset of war, states that a war '
would only fuel anti-American sentiment and
would "increase human suffering, increass
the likelihood of terrorist attacks, damage the,
economy and undermine our moral standing
in the world." The full text of the letter and a
list of all of those who signed can be found at j
www.iraqpolicy.com.
Earlier this month the Dixie Chicks'
lead singer Natalie Maines came under scrutiny after stating at a London concert, "Jusftso
you know, we're ashamed the President of thel
United States is from Texas." After this state-!
ment was made, radio stations across the *
country were dropping the Dixie Chicks from]
rotation. Last week the South Carolina legislature passed a resolution that will require*thej
Dixie Chicks to apologize for the statement
Maines made, although she had made an .
apology in London. Second, the state is also
asking for a free concert from the Dixie
Chicks for S.C. troops. State Representative
Catherine Ceips, R-Beaufort, said that this
would be a good way for the group to make
amends for the comment.
Only a week ago, even more statements were made in protest to the ongoing
war against Iraq. Last Sunday night at the
Oscars, as director Michael Moore received
his award for the controversial documentary
"Bowling for Columbine," he made a few
bold remarks directed towards President

TERTAINMENT & THE ARTS
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i Bush. In his acceptance speech, Moore, who
ter, "An Open Letter to the Hollywood
had invited other nominees of the award
Bunch," Daniels criticizes those of
onstage, said, "We like nonfiction and we live Hollywood that protest the war by claiming
|* in fictitious times. We live in a time when we that what they are proposing, though it would
have fictitious election results that elects a
be ideal to have a peaceful world, is preposfictitious president ... We live in a time
terous. He makes attacks on Perm, saying
where we have a man sending us to war, for
that he is a traitor to the U.S. and that he did
fictitious reasons; whether it's the fiction of
nothing but encourage Hussein to believe the
1
duct tape or the fiction of orange alerts, we
U.S. is cowardly. He also focuses on Barbra
are against the war, Mr. Bush! Shame on you, Streisand as well, stating that her "hateful and
Mr. Bush, shame on you!" As he made his
fanatical rankings about George Bush makes
I" statement, boos and shouts against Moore's
about as much sense as Michael Jackson
statement could be heard throughout the audi- hanging a baby over a railing." Daniels proence.
ceeds to claim that if these people would
Although many celebrities of
leave Hollywood and experience the world as
Hollywood have turned against support of the others do, they may take on a different view.
ty war on Iraq, there are those in the limelight
He concludes by stating that he will
who are speaking out for America and against protest those movies starring the "Hollywood
others that are protesting the war. Director
Bunch" and "in most cases it certainly would\ Steven Spielburg and actor Tom Cruise have
n't be much of a loss." The full text of
been among the first celebrities to support
Charlie Daniels' letter can be accessed at
Bush and his decision to go to war.
www. charliedani el s. com.
According to BBC News, Spielburg stated,
MARIE GLENN
"If Bush, as I believe, has reliable informaTimeout
Editor
tion on the fact that Saddam Hussein is making weapons of mass destruction, I cannot not
Cover photo courtesy ofJeff Grace, La Opinion
support the policies of his government."
Cruise went on to say that he knew that Bush
had more information than he needed to make
an informed decision and that Saddam
Hussein has caused many crimes to "humanity and his own people." Other celebrities who
have voiced their supported for Bush include
Kelsey Grammer, Vince Vaughn and Rob
Lowe.
Another celebrity who has maintained
a strong voice throughout the controversy is
country musician Charlie Daniels. In his let-
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Legend of Zelda
begins new chapter
* * 'H'*i'4i
THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
THE WINDTALKER

Gamecube
BRUCE MORRISON

Assistant Timeout Editor
There are a few games that can
have stood the test of time; "The
Legend of Zelda" is one of those
games. The first Zelda game was
introduced to the world in 1987, and
..since then there has been a Zelda
game on every platform Nintentdo
has released (except for the Virtual
Boy). The latest installment of the
Nintendo RPG® for the Nintendo
Game Cube®, "The Legend of
Zelda the Wind Waker," was
released this past Wednesday.
Presales for "Wind Waker" broke all
existing numbers, with 560,000
copies sold before it was released.
The former record was held by
"Grand Theft Auto: Vice City."
The story of "Wind Waker" continues the ongoing plot of the Zelda
series, with the hero in green searching for the Golden Power (the TriForce) to save his country from an
unknown evil. In past games, Link
has risen to this challenge and saved
the Hyrule people, but in "Wind
Waker," though, Link did not show
to save the people and they perished,
leaving the legend of the savior in
green. Instead, you must play the
helo and don the famous green garb
passed down from generation to
generation. On the day you receive
your outfit your sister is captured
and carried off by an evil force hoping to use the Golden Power to
destroy the world. You must save
!jer and save the world.
The play mechanics for "Wind
Waker" resemble and function much
like the previous "Zelda" game
titles. Despite being a true 3-D
world, the game plays much like the
original title for the Nintendo. You
control a character without a specific name, unlike in previous games,
when you have control Link. The
player controls nicely, allowing you
to assign hotkeys to different items
for quick use. As you travel across
distant lands, you acquire more
items to aid you in solving puzzles
and accessing new areas. You often
revisit old areas later in the game to
access new places. You can receive
.more items (weapons, currency,
rewards) than in previous games,
and you are capable of more actions
than before. Although there is no
jump button in this game you are
capable of performing jumps and
leaps using the action key at specific moments.
Utilizing the new "cell" shading
technique, "Wind Waker" looks and
feels like an interactive cartoon.
Every detail of the game resembles
that of a Disney-styled movie. The
characters have facial expressions
and movements that feel very fluid
and cartoonish. But don't let the
cute exterior fool you, inside is a
solid game.
By using your Game Boy
Advance® you can activate a second player who will give you hints
and can perform tasks for a price.
There are even areas in the game
that cannot be accessed any other
way. This new level of Game Boy
Advance® and Game Cube® connectivity shows Ninendo's commit-

ment to both of their systems.
All the old music and sounds have
been brought back in grander and at
times more breathtaking versions.
Hearing stringed instruments play
the same themes once heard on the
original Nintendo can create intense
gaming nostalgia. In fact, if you
have played any of the Zelda games,
you will find your self very familiar
with this game. There has been
some controversy over the game
with the cell shading. Many critics
of the series were upset when
Nintendo announced it would make
its latest installment of Zelda look
like a cartoon. After experiencing
this amazing game critics will
change their minds, this is one of the
best games you can find. @
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For Students on the Go!
Whether you're at home or at the beach, Clemson University's Summer On-Line program enables you to
take courses and earn credit without stepping onto the campus. All you need is a computer with an
Internet connection. Space is limited, so sign up today!
MAYMESTER
NUTRT203-150

Principles of Human Nutrition

FIRST SUMMER
AAHT210-400
ECONT211-400
ENGLT314-400
MKTT30I-400
NURS T807-230
NUTR T203-400
PRTMT301-400
PRTMT301-401
SPCHT201-400

Introduction to Art & Architecture
Principles of Microeconomics
Technical Writing
Principles of Marketing
Clinical Nursing Research
Principles of Human Nutrition
Recreation & Society
Recreation & Society
Introduction to Communication Studies

SECOND SUMMER
AAHT210-400
CPSCT120-400
ECONT212-400
ED T738-400
EDLT900-400
ENGLT314-400

Introduction to Art & Architecture
Introduction to Information Technology
Principles of Macroeconomics
Selected Topics in Education
Principles of Educational Leadership
Technical Writing

u

or more information contact Dr. Paul
Adams at pauIadm@clemson.edu or at
656-4188

ENGLT385-400
M E T205-400
MTHSCT103-400
MTHSCT104-400
NURST140-400
PRTMT301-400
SPCHT201-400

Children's Literature
Computer Analysis in Engineering
Elementary Functions
College Algebra
Computer Applications in Health Care
Recreation & Society
Introduction to Communication Studies

Cosponsored by Summer Sessions and the Office of Off-Campus, Distance and Continuing Education
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Old favorite continues to
THE TIGER'S
delight new audiences
romance, friendship and teenage love. The jukebox-like
set surrounding the stage helped to enhance this overall
feeling by creating portals into the radio and television
GREASE:
portions of the play, creating an overall lighting effect
IT'S STILL THE WORD!
through its flashing light panels, and the nostalgia that
was referred to during the play. This effect was also
enhanced by the 1950s wardrobe (done by Wendall
E.V. WALL
Goings), which made people feel like they had truly
Staff Writer
gone back in time.
"Grease" has been an American favorite ever since its
While the actual production followed the original
original release. Perhaps that's why The Road quite closely, there were a few changes in this producCompany's production of "Grease: It's Still the Word" tion that set it apart from others. Several of the songs
at the Brooks Center for the Performing Arts was
were rearranged for the stage production in order to
almost completely sold out Tuesday night. The
make the scene changes work better. The
production, featuring many debuting actors
best part of the production was probably
and background workers, had the audi
the finale, a show-stopping medley
ence on their feet hand-jiving by the
and dance sequence of production
end of the performance. The producsongs. The writers are to be comtion started out with a pre-perfor
mended for incorporating all of
mance dance contest featuring
the original songs into the musimembers of the audience and hostcal without ruining it by
ed by the cast's own Vince
attempting to make their own
Fontaine (Arthur J.M. Callahan).
personal statement in new
A brother-sister team from Seneca,
songs.
South Carolina won this contest
The cast members did comand helped to kick off an evening of
plete justice to the original songs
fun.
of "Grease." Most notable was
IT'S STILL THE WO*
Arriving with three semi-trucks
Rizzo (Jacqueline Colmer) singing
worth of equipment, the Road
"There Are Worse Things I Could
Company's "Grease" was a complete full
Do" and "Greased Lightnin," featuring
scale Broadway show. Complete with a fanKenickie and the Burger Palace Boys (John
tastic set and amazing lighting and music. To arrive,
Ashley, Danny Smith, Craig McEldowney, Jason
set up and perform in one night is a major task for any Harper, and Jamey Isenor). While the effect of
theatrical company. The Road Company's performance "Greased Lightnin" may not have been the same as that
was that of a tight-knit group that knew each other so in the movie version, the guys singing and dancing did
well they had no problems on stage when the curtain the stage production complete justice in their perforwent up.
mance. There was definite chemistry within the cast.
The fun continued to grow once the performance
The evidence of this was seen in the reactions of the
started when the cast began involving the audience in audience, which was made up of all ages, throughout the
the opening scene. It allowed everyone to relax a little entire performance. Which made it obvious that
bit and remember what the production is all about — "Grease is Still the Word!" ©
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Graduation Portraits
from
Ammons Portrait Studio
On the Historic Square in
Pendleton
1 8x10
2 5x7
16 Wallets

$79.00 + tax

RATING GUIDE

Five Paws

Four Paws

So good that we would
experience it sober.

Definitely worth your
time and money.

*****

Three Paws

Two Paws

Not stellar, but worth
checking out.

Not worth your money, steal
it from a friend.

&*

One Paw
An incredibly poor display
of wasted effort.
$
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Essential
Kneads
Massage Therapy
Facials
Waxing
Bronzing
Eyelash Tinting
And More at
Affordable prices!
Jennifer Moss
Licensed Esthetician
Licensed Massage Therapist
SCLIC#33

NO SITTING FEE
FINISHED PACKAGE
READY IN 2 WEEKS!

864-646-6768
By Appointment Only
Mastercard/Visa
Accepted

Call to make an
appointment or walk-ins
are welcome
Located Inside Chloe's Salon
Clemson Place
139 Anderson Hwy
864-654-8829
^^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSEESSSSSSSSS^L
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New Gameboy lights the way for Nintendo
$

& *«* •«*$
GAMEBOY ADVANCED
Nintendo

You'll get the classic side-scroller
games only with the now modern
ability to tell a story and set up visual moments. And, not having to buy
another battery again is just one
good reason to buy this.

It is regretful that the system does
not alert you to a low battery, and
will instead just cut off in the middle of game play. Fortunately, it
can fully recharge in three hours.
And to conserve battery power, you

can put the system into "sleep"
mode where it stays turned on saving your game but draws very little
power. ®

BRUCE MORRISON

Assistant Timeout Editor
Nintendo has cornered and dominated the market for hand-held
games. Their latest hand-held, the
Game Boy Advance®, had no rival
and championed as the new king of
handhelds, but Nintendo was not
satisfied. Realizing some flaws in
- their original design, they updated
and have just released the new
Game Boy Advance SP®.
Barely resembling the original
Game Boy from the early '90s, the
SP is a marvel of technology, and
milestone for gamers.
The unit is very small. It is also
light, and the lithium battery really
makes it weigh hardly nothing (a
mere 5 ounces). The battery gives
the unit tremendous playtime.
Using the light you can play for 10
hours on a three-hour charge, 18
hours if the light is off.
Yes, I said, "light." Much like the
"After Burner" kit which allowed
people to dangerously open their
original Game Boy Advance and
install a light system, the SP comes
with a backlight. And it works: in
pitch darkness you can see just fine,
and in the bright daylight, turn the
light off and the unit is as clear as
day. This makes it perfect for anytime.
The SP is completely compatible
with all the regular GBA items. It
will hook up to the Game Cube just
like the original unit. In fact, it's
almost the same as the original unit
except that to use headphones, you
will need an adaptor cable (currently available in Japan) to hook up
headphone since the SP has no
headphone jack. This is the only
downside to the SP. This portable
system is perfect for car trips or
places you do not have access to a
television. But, without the privacy
of headphones, it could become an
annoyance to others. There is one
speaker in the center between the
D-pad and the A and B buttons. The
sound is very loud and full, much
louder than the original Game Boy
sound.
Fans of the original GBA will
find the new control layout a bit
odd. The ergonomics of the original
GBA are gone for a sleek looking
PDA/cell-phone look. If you have
big hands and are more accustomed
to the original X-Box controller
precision, you will find it a bit cumbersome. Fortunately, it doesn't
take the most precise aiming to hit
the shoulder buttons. Any complaint about the shape will quickly
be forgotten when you realize how
small and light the game is.
The games this small SP unit can
play look absolutely fantastic, especially in the dark with the light on.
The GBA can push some major colors and the animation is crisp and
clean. Showing a full pallet of 256
colors at once, man game companies are publishing their games for
the GBA. Even titles that many
people dreamed could never be on a
portable system exist, such as
"Tony Hawk Pro Skater 4" and
"Splinter Cell."
The GBA SP is perfect to anyone
who is a fan of old-school gaming.

SunCom

MAKES WIRELESS EASY.

WHEN FREE APPEARS ON YOUR PHONE,
MAKE ALL YOUR CALLS FOR FREE."
It's easy with

UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES.
PERIOD.
No long distance charges.
No roaming charges."
Call anytime to anywhere in America.
All day. All night. All you want.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.

FREE NOKIA 1260
with mail-in rebate**

Simply pay a $49.95 monthly subscription fee.

Introducing... the easiest way to call —

Voice Activated Dialing
• Just say a name or number and the phone dials for you.
• Good on any SunCom phone.
Now first 2 months FREE'

AT&T Wireless

wecetit. SunCom
Member of the AT8T Wireless Network

IT'S NEVER BEEN EASIER! SIGN UP FOR SUNCOM TODAY OR CALL: i-877-CALL SUN
SunCom Store Locations

Store Hours: M-F oa-8p

Weekend Hours: Sat ioa-6p, Sun i:3o-5p

Greenville

Spartanburg
Westgate Mall
(next to JCPenney)
205 W. Blackstock Rd
864-621-7720
(M-Th 103-9P,
F-Sat ioa-t):3op,
Sun i:30-6p)

Marketplace at Hillcrest
1985 East Main St, Suite 1
864-621-7710
(Sun i:30-6p)

The Market on Woodruff
864-325-7860
525 Congaree Rd
864-325-7800
Cherrydale Point
Shopping Center
864-325-7850

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 1-877-225-5786

Exclusive Authorized Dealers

220 W. Blackstock Rd
(across from Westgate Mall)
864-621-7700
(Sun i:30-6p)

CORPORATE SALES 864-987-5555

shop online www.SunCom.com

offer. $3b activation fee and miniri
nonth service agieemem required. "SunCom UnMan coverage area depends on individual UnPlan Zone. Monthly subscription foe includes: all calls placed and received within your
UnPlan Zone when the screen on your phone displays FREE, and an additional 300 nationwide anytime minutes for calls placed and received when the screen on your phone does not say "FREE" Nationwide anytime minutes
in excess of the Included 300 minutes will be billed at 35c a minute. Additional nationwide anytime minute packages available. Nationwide calling includes all states, except Alaska. "S40 retail price of Nokia !*>o due at puichase
and subject to ma.l-in rebate while supplies last International long distance calls are not included, no. are calls that require a credit card or operate assistance to complete. SunCom reserves the right to terminate your agreement if moie than so*
of your minutes are not on the SunCom Network. SunCom service available for residents of specified ZIP codes only. Other fees such as taxes, utility use, diiectory assistance, universal service fund toll, roaming and long distance apply iFree Voice
Activated^ Dialing offer valid fo. two months and requires a S3.00 per month charge for ten subsequent months. Voice Activated Dialing requires connection to a toll-free number and air time is billed fo. phine book set-up attempted calls and
connected calls when calling from outside of UnPlan Zone. See stores for details. CSunCom 2003.
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That frickin' comic
Yo! 5pri^Ecealc rocted!!

by Garrett Holt
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Um... yep... a^u^^ie

Xoo Me.\fcr le^-V^ur/foM's

I hif 2 Vxactas, 2-0 feared

V\oose; did ^oo?

Consciousness ^wnes \\
Ffovo was yours?
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Horoscopes
by Miss Tiquel

Aries (March. 21 - April. 19) It is time for you to lose your old ways.
You are being stifled by your personality. Make some changes such as
being more open to new things. Expand your circle of friends.
Taurus (April. 20 - May 20) No dream is too big for a Taurus. If you
can dream it, you can do it. Don't let your friends and family bring down
your spirits. Surround yourself with people like yourself.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21) Don't be overzealous this week. You have
a tendency to get into new things, but don't get so involved that you forget about your schoolwork. Moderation is the key.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22) Work your little butt off until the end of
the semester. Your hard work will come to fruition when you see your
grades. That way, you can spend your summer relaxing.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22) Take a minute and examine your life right
now. Think of things you should do better and try to eliminate the things
you shouldn't be doing. You will feel better about yourself.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) Start a new weekly habit. Try exercising or
going out with friends or colleagues to ease your stress. Virgo can't do
anything with too much tension in their lives.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) Take advantage of friends who are willing
to help you lighten your load. If they didn't want to help you, they wouldn't have asked. Just don't wear out your welcome.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21) Buy something new to wear. You need to
treat yourself sometimes. If you don't want to buy clothes, invest in a new
toy for yourself. Everyone can splurge sometimes.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) Learn to budget your time for the end
of the semester. Your teachers are going to pile it on until the very last day.
Get used to it but don't stress too much.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Practice your humanitarian skills. Write
to someone overseas or send a care package. You will never know how
much you can lift someone's spirits.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Is love on your mind, Aquarius? It is OK
to be involved, but don't get carried away. Be open to dating someone who
doesn't fit your normal type. Who knows what could happen!
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March. 20) Don't be distracted by people who want
to play. Keep your sights set on your goal and you will reap the benefits
while others are struggling. Set aside some time to think.

The Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Honey maker
4 Make happy
9 Smart
12 Make a mistake
13 Those poisoned with locoweed

14 Born
15 Over 12 and under 20
17 Habit
19 Walking stick
20 Layer
21 Against
23 Embroidered design
26 Screwdnvers, tor example
28 Braid
29 Concerning
30 Rocks on top of hill
31 Throw out
33 Dry, as in wine
34 Equally
35 Spit (p.t.)
36 Put in office
38 Let go

40 Inside
41 43,560 sq. ft.
42 Loch_
44_Claus
46 Arrest
49 Bow; curve
50 Edges
52 Fish eggs
53 Prepare golf ball
54 Rub out
55 Deviate from course
DOWN
1 Wager
2 Before (poetic)
3 Building set
4 Dash
5 Theater box
6 High card
7 Near
8 Calculate
9 Growl
10 Hawaiian garland
11 At this time
16 Pointed piece of metal
18 Receipt (abbr.)
20 Powder
21 Fragrant oil
22 Rope
23 Malicious ill will
24 Build
25 Right-hand page of book
27 Cut away from
32 Flower receptacle
33 Pertaining to the senses
35 Religious body

A

S

1

R

E

S

E

A

A

1

39 Thrusting weapon
42 Numbers (abbr.)
43 Feminine suffix
44 Day of week (abbr.)
45 Is (p.t.)
46 Government spys (abbr.)
47 Not alive upon arrival (abbr)
48 Evergreen tree
51 Railroad (abbr.)

Presidential 5K Run
for the Libraries
Behind the R.M.
Cooper Library

Annual fundraiser, organized by PRTM students, to benefit the
libraries. Registration begins at 7:15 a.m., race begins at 8:30
a.m. The 5K course is a USATF Certified Race Course.
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On Tap
March 29, 8:30 a.m.

Answers to last issue's puzzle
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Tunnel of Oppression
Hendrix Student Center ,
Meeting Rooms A and B

Take a walk in the shoes of people affected by hate and oppression every day. This interactive journey is designed to simulate the
prejudice inflicted upon millions of people. Counselors will be
available at the end of the tunnel for discussion. Part of One World
Week. Free.

April 1, 5:30 p.m.

Paintings and Ceramics:
Visiting Artist Lecture byJim Craft
Room 100 Lee Hall

Jim Craft, director of the art program at North Greenville College,
will be visiting campus as part of the Visiting Artist Program. Craft
will give a public slide lecture on the development of his work.
Free and open to the public.
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Call toll-free: 877.654.1917

Classic.
Southern.
Comfort.
Balcony or Patio for
hanging out or
scoping out

Individual Leases
Fully Furnished
Apartments.

4 BEDROOM / 2 BATH
Ftill-size washer
and dryer in each
apartment

Four Bedroom $315
Two Bedroom $415
♦Prices subject to change

The Reserve is located just north of
the Clemson campus on Highway 93

High-speed internet access:
Because connectivity rocks.

Live at the top of
your class.

Live here

RI-NI'UYE
APARTMENT 1IOMKS

at Clemson

1103 Sumter Lane I Central, SC 29630 I
I e-mail: clemson@aoinc.com I www.myownapartment.com I
I 864.654.1917 I Fax: 864.654.9373 I

